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Harris is your end -to -end radio solution provider.
AM/FM Analog or HD Radio'  Audio Consoles  Broadcast Studios

High Power AM Systems and Service Intraplex Transport

Harris PR&E NetWave console with optional networking.
Available in 8-16-24 channel frames, all with fully slurp
modular construction.
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FlexStar HDx exciter -the gold -standard
for FM and FM -HD exciters, featuring
RTAC (Real Time Adaptive Correction for
best mask compliance) and Exgine, the
latest iBiquity platform in HD Radio.

Jaitagine Harris transmit.fs...
combined with JEJ_Lj-,-JI.11.ially Of IjJEJI.
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ZX10CO3 1 kW tri-mode FM/FM-HD
or digital only transmitter. FM
transmitters available from 250 W
to 70 kW, in analog or HD Radio.

NM/
Destiny 3DX-50,
50 kW medium wave
direct digital drive high
efficiency, high reliability
AM transmitter. AM
transmitters from 1 kW
to 2 megawatts, all fully
compatible with HD Radio.

=1 udio processing.

OPTIMOD 9400 -AM Digital
No -compromise, independent, multiband processing

for analog AM and digital radio-in one box!

For over 20 years, OPTIMOD-AM has dominated the sound
of major -market AM radio. Orban's new 9400 offers even

better analog AM processing, while its unified analog and digital
design substantially reduces costs compared to a two -box configuration.

4)Irbaiiwww.orban.com

Contact Harris at 800-622-0022 or email autoconfirm@harris.com" RR/S' assuredcommunications" www.harris.com
Government Systems RF Comm Broadcast Microwave
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Internet Remotes

"The first time out
with the Tieline was
a brilliantly simple
experience for
everyone involved.
For lack of a
better phrase, the
codec just worked."
- Christian Vang
Chief Engineer
Clear Channel St. Louis

"The codecs sounded great.
My management was very.,
very impressed with the
demos"
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- Grady Jeffreys,
Technical Manager,
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`The remote was a
spectacular success, in no
small part thanks to the
flawless sound which the
Tieline G3 provided over the
public Internet"

- Mike Rabey
Chief Engineer
Entercom Indianapolis
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Currents Online Selected headlines from the past month.

NAB Announces Engineering Achievement
Award Winners

Victor Tawil of MSTV and Louis A. King of Kintronic Laboratories will be honored
during the Technology Luncheon on April 18.

Ibiquity Unveils New Licensing Incentive Program
The program allows participating groups to lock in discounts on future station ac-
quisitions, making it particularly advantageous to smaller groups and independent
station owners.

NRSC Releases Results of AM Audio Study
The study will help the NRSC's AM Broadcasting Subcommittee determine if any
changes should be made to the NRSC standards that define optimal bandwidths for NO transmitters
and receivers.

Sirius and XM Plan to Merge
The rumors of a possible merger between the two satellite radio providers has come true.

Orban Ships Optimod-DAB 6300
With 20kHz audio bandwidth and 48kHz internal sampling rate, the 6300 succeeds the Orban Optimod-DAB 6200.

R.V.R. to Manufacture HD Radio Equipment
Ibiquity Digital has licensed R.V.R. Elettronica to develop,
manufacture and market HD Radio exciters for AM and FM.

Sharper Image Adds HD Radio
Retail stores carry the Boston Acoustics model now and will
add the Sangean unit to its shelves in April.

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed on
this issue's cover and you could win o Heil mic

courtesy of Tronsaudio Group.

We'll award a different
Heil mic each month

during 2007.

This month,
enter to win a

Heil Sound PR -40.

Enter by April 10.
Send your entry to

radio@penton.com
Include your name, mailing address and phone number.

.1. -
1 r

www.transaudiogroup.com
No purchase necessary.

For go to beradio com.

King

Site Features
A New Look for Online

The Radio magazine website was updated
in February to help you find more informa-
tion faster.

Radio magazine via RSS
Each issue of Radio magazine is avail-
able online in HTML and also as an RSS
feed. Access your RSS feeds today.

Digital Radio Update Twice a Month
Stay up to date with the source of digital audio broadcasting
news and information. The coverage extends to DRM, satellite
radio and more. Subscribe today.

Radio Currents Every Day
The latest radio broadcast technology news is updated online
every day and e -mailed to you every week.

Industry Events
The Industry Events section lists upcoming conventions
and conferences.
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"I demand the best...
the Aphex 230 is
clearly the best."

- Rick Dees
"My voice is my on air signature. I want it to

'jump' but also be clean, full and natural. Most

final on -air processors are cranked to 'stun'

and not very kind to voices.

With the Aphex voice processor,

both my voice and the voice of

my sidekick Patti 'Longlegs' Lopez

are incredibly open and present,

even after going through the

station's loudness box."

The Aphex Model 230 Master Voice Channel

is a combination of proprietary technologies

and the highest quality components.

Its performance cannot be duplicated by

any other product or combination of products,

hardware or software, at any price.

If you demand the best for voice

processing, demand the Aphex Model 230.

APHEX
www.aphex.com
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VIEWPOINT CHRISS.SCHERER@PENTON.COM

License? er

Who needs a license?

As a broadcaster, you operate your station under the guidelines of the
FCC rules. We can all agree that there are certain shortcomings in
the rules and the process that creates the rules, but for the most part

they work pretty well.
Many believe that there is insufficient variety in the voices heard on the air-

waves, so with good intentions (and a disregard for the laws of physics) LPFM
was created by an act of Congress in 2000. The process to obtain an LPFM
license follows a course of action similar to a full -power license.

The rules and procedures are in place to try to maintain harmony on the air-
waves. But what if an individual decides that he
wants to operate a station but does not want to
obtain a license? The person becomes a pirate
broadcaster and violates FCC rules. If the FCC
learns of this pirate, it can take steps to shut the

station down. If the pirate be-
gins broadcasting again, he
can and should be shut down
again. Unfortunately, it doesn't
work this way any more.

A pirate LPFM station in Gold-

field, NV, operated by Rod
Moses, has shown radio pirates
how to circumvent the FCC
rules. Moses' Radio Goldfield
Broadcast operated a pirate
station, was shut down by the
FCC, and then found a sena-
tor to help him skip all the due
process and obtain a special
temporary authority (STA) to
operate the pirate station. The
pirate has been legalized.

I creditMoses for his ingenuity
in getting what he wanted. In

this case, he didn't like the rules
so he found a way to write new ones. Senator
Harry Reid of Nevada overstepped his authority
and the FCC cowered and caved.

Sen. Reid contacted FCC Chairman Kevin Martin
to endorse the Radio Goldfield operation, touting
its public interest contributions. In response, the

!lintr-ontacts
Kevin Martin
Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
Room 8 B201
Washington, DC 20554

Peter Doyle
Chief, Audio Division, Media Bureau
Federal Communications Commission
Room A-360
Washington, DC 20554.

Senator Harry Reid
528 Hart Senate Office Bldg
Washington, DC 20510

FCC issued the STA on Jan. 29, 2007, stating
that the FCC can grant an STA in cases of "ex-
traordinary circumstances requiring temporary
authorizations in the public interest." The public
interest is served by Radio Goldfield's reports on
road conditions, local law enforcement and public
safety. Funny, the STA made no mention of the
music being played from an MP3 player.

If Sen. Reid wants to change the allocation
he should do so in the proper way so

that it benefits all broadcasters and not just voters
in his state. Likewise, if the FCC wants to change
the rules to allow unallocated broadcasts, it has a
mechanism in place to change its rules.

The act that created LPFM included a stipula-
tion that any station that previously operated as
a pirate station would be ineligible to obtain an
LPFM license. Granted, Moses does not have
an LPFM license-in fact he never applied for
one-but the same standard should apply.

I also wonder if Moses is maintaining records so
that he can pay the appropriate music licensing
fees for the music he plays on the air.

Now that this is done, why should any pirate
be concerned with the FCC rules? Just apply for
the STA and state that the station serves the public
interest. The end result is that an individual who
violated FCC rules has been rewarded with a
temporary license. This is a bad precedent any
way you look at it.

I urge you to take action immediately. Send
a protest letter to Chairman Kevin Martin and
copy Peter Doyle, chief of the Audio Division at
the Media Bureau. You can also file a petition
for reconsideration. If you live in Nevada, I also
encourage you to express your displeasure with
Senator Reid.

8 March 2007



nternet remotes...
there's been talk.

Live from 37,000 Feet-No
kidding-Live Broadcast from
a Lufthansa flight!

... successfully aired his three hour talk
show from a commercial ai.plane [using
ACCESS] at 37,000 feet on a regularly
scheduled flight between F-ankfurt,
Germany and New York, US.

Peter Greenberg --Most4 -lost of the s-ndfcated rod',

program Travel Today

the complete story visit

)://remotebroodcasts.blogspet.com

Radio Free Asia-Live from
the Himalayas

otilm

"The results with ACCESS] were especially
reliable considering that Dharamsala has
one of most "problematic" Internet
infrastructures that we have come across."

- David Baden, Chief Technology
Officer Racio Free Asia

For the complete story visit
http://remotebroadcasts.b/ogspotcorn

Ski Mountain Remote

7
T. -us picture, really demonstrates what
ACCESS about. This produc: truly has the
ability to cut the wires.

For the complete story visit

http://remoiebroodeasts.blogspot. o)rn

JAMN 94.5-Walk for Hu Iger

"ACCESS was used or the air exct sively
for JAMN945 at this cr:e. It was a I oiler
EVDC with a tremendous amount of
actiw cell phones in tie area. The
ACCESS was connected to the V. ron
wire ess Broadband...

For the complete story visit

http:./rernotebroadcastsblogspot. corn

Toll Free: 800-237-1776  www.comrex.com info@comrex_com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA  Tel: (S78) 784-1776  Fax: (978) 784-1717

Put Comrex On The Line.
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The path to
upgrading By John Batson,

RE., technical editor, RF

Sometimes the upgrade project originates with Ice chief engineer who is
tired of managerial complaints that valuable income -producing areas
are not adequately covered. Sometimes the manager comes up with a

grandiose idea of increasing the number of people served and coincidentally
advertising higher power. In the former case the engineer has probably arrived
at some idea of how the improvement will be developed. In the second case
it may turn out to be a pipe dream and the engineer is expected to come up
with an answer.

The best way to deal with the second situation is to ask how much money
the manager is prepared to spend on facilities
improvement and what he expects. If he has no
good answer to this question my advice is to say
something like "That's a good idea!" and hope
that he forgets it. If, on the other hand, he has
an intelligent answer the procedure should be
similar to the one you would follow if you had
come up with the idea.

The procedure depends on the type of facility
you are upgrading, its mode of operation and
your own capability. Let's consider on AM sta-
tion because they are typically the most complex.
This may be an old daytime station with a small,
almost gratuitous, nighttime power with or without
a DA, a full time non -DA operation, a DA], a
DA2 or even a DA3.

If the proposed upgrade involves daytime opera-
tion run what I call a 25pV/m check (sometimes
called the 0251. This considers the daytime

groundwave interfering contour that could inter-
fere with existing co -channel stations and must
not overlap the standard daytime 0.5mV/m
protected contour. If you find an overlap using
a non -directional antenna, a DA will probably
be required.

This test will provide an idea of any co -channel
interference problems, and immediately indicate
a potential need for a directional antenna or
may even show that a daytime power increase
is not feasible.

If you are considering an upgrade to the night-
time operation, look at the existing night contour
and consider the class of station. The object of
this inspection is to determine how much work will
be involved in the project and estimate whether
it's worth spending the money and time.

If the proposed upgrade operation is for a
nondirectional daytime station the station's chief
engineer may decide to do it himself using one
of the numerous software services that are now
available. [See Trends in Technology in the Janu-
ary 2007 issue for some ideas.]

Either way, if it looks as though a DA or a larger
existing DA will be involved stop and think about
real estate and cost.

Location, location
If the existing transmitter site is large, or is in an

area where additional ground can be reasonably
obtained, it may be worth spending additional time
and money determining how much extra space,
and its cost, will be required. If, on the other
hand, the original site is small, nondirectional and
surrounded by housing estates or other commercial
property a new problem arises. Operation on
that site will not be possible.

Site suitability and availability are important

10 March 2007
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This man could use a vacation.
Take advantage of his obsession with the New VLZ3s.

We didn't think we could improve on the original VLZ mi <ers. . at first Then 3n over-

achieving engi leer decided to try it. First he mz de a more musical 3 -band EQ.Then

he came up with the new XDRi mic preamp, ore with more consistent frequency

response across the entire gain range. We figure.c that was it. Did i't hear from him

for awhile.Then he burst in shcwing how his new summing bus lets y Du add more

signals together without runniig into clipping OK, OK \ne thougit.Give it a rest! But he

couldn't be stopped. He started doing things li<E rounding off corner;, building a clever

handle right into the mixer...he even made the s lkscreening on it EASIER TO READ.

It got so out of -hand, our HR department advi!ez: us to -nakE him take some time off.

So we did. But not before we put all of his imptoiement5 into the new VLZ3 mixers.

Learn more about this OCD-driven triumph at:www.mackie.com/v1z3

 -

  7 
-  4  -

NEW XDR2 MIC PPEAMPS
Our new mic pres are quieter
than ever, and with even highcr
headroom. Oh, and there's a good
60dB of gain range, too.

MORE CHANNELS
BEFORE CLIPPING
Taking advantage of "negative
gain summing," our new
iumming bus lets you nix
more signals together while
maintaining optimum audio.

1604-1ILZ2

1202-VLZ3

C  0./1 l ate
OILY SOX)

FULL BANDWIDTH
Across the entire f-equencv range of a
VLZ3 you'll experence an amazingly
low no se floor, even at excessively
nigh cutout level-.

MORE MUSICAL EQ
Musical EQ isn't rew to Mackie, but
with our new EQ :he three bands work
better indapend-mtly of each other,
giving you more overall control.

1642-VLZ3

1402-VLZ3

.www.mackie.com/vlz3
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factor because in these days of shrinking real
estate suitable for transmitter antennas, land
cost can be prohibitive. This must be taken into
consideration before spending a lot of money
and time preparing Form 301 and assoPlOted
exhibits, and then discovering that the upgrade
is not feasible.

Assuming that a nighttime power increase II pos-
sible, a multi -tower antenna system requires finding

a new site. This is the beginning of a long serleit of

Digital Radio
Is In His Future,
Belden Should
Be In Yours!

filing applications and tying up land options.
Once suitable land has been found ensure that

it's available and obtain a conditional option to
purchase with adequate time frames. This will
protect you from forced purchase if the CP is
not issued. After a year or two the construction
permit may be issued. It's the culmination of all
your efforts and the beginning of a great deal
mere work.

Among other things, use permits will need to
be obtained, numerous hearings from
NIMBY groups will need to be attended,

Don't Trust Your Digital Conversion to
The Proven Leader in Broadcast and

Belden is the leader in broadcast cable

technology, offering the best quality and the

broadest line of audio and video cables in the

industry. In fact, Belden Brilliance' products

are the important link in any number of radio

broadcasts, network and cable TV broadcasts,

and post -production recording and film studios.

For radio, this includes hundreds of top-quality

cables for instrumentation, microphone and

line -level equipment applications - including

AES/EBU-compliant digital cable designs.

Additionally Belden is the market leader

in Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) data cable

design, supplying extremely high quality

cables for 10 Gigabit Ethernet performance.

as well as Category 6 and 5e. And, only Belden

offers UTP cables with Bonded -Pairs. Belden

Bonded -Pair cables ensure good attenuation

characteristics over longer distance since

the pair conductors are bonded together to

maintain a consistent conductor -to -conductor

Anything Other Than Belden -
Data Cable Technology.

spacing. Bonded -Pairs also mean Installable

Perfomiance- that is, unlike other VIP desigrIll,

Bonded -Pair cables maintain their superior

electrical performance even after the

rigors of installation.

So, for a better link to the future,

stay tuned to Belden.

For a FREE Digital Studio Cable Guide

or a FREE cable sample, call:

1.800.BELDB1.1

Or go to Belden's Web

site for more information,

www.belden.com

ELDEN
SENDING ALL THE RIGHT SIGNALS

02006. Belden Inc

FAA objections will need to be overcome,
electrical power requirements will need to
be established and planning arrangements
will need to be arranged with the power
company. Transmitter building plans will
need to be drawn, including water and
toilet facilities. Equipment installation and
wiring plans must be prepared and, in
the case of remote or inaccessible loca-
tions, a provision for personnel sleeping
rtr'd eating.

Gearing up
Transmission lines, transmitting equipment

and towers were probably placed on
conditional order at the beginning of the
project. Now comes the time to confirm
the order. Ground system planning should
be completed next and it will be installed
once construction traffic has eased.

Remote control and an STL will need to
be determined while awaiting issuance of
the construction permit and the necessary
arrangements made with the link provider (if
necessary), STL equipment ordered and STL

construction permit applications filed.
Proper fencing will be required at the

base of each tower together with security
fencing around the transmitter building and
an associated security system. Don't forget
padlocks and keys for the tower base
fence doors. And don't forget to obtain
a large supply of keys for tower bases
well as the transmitter building; somehow
these always seem to get lost.

FCC approved non -ionizing radiation
warning signs must be properly displayed
together with tower identification and
registration numbers and working tele-
phone numbers.

Create a working timetable that includes
plans for equipment testing and initial
directional antenna adjustment.

Finally, after the proof of performance
has been completed satisfactorily the com-
mission should be informed and Form 302
filed in accordance with the rules.
E-mail Bettison at batcom@btight.net
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COME AND SEE US

AEQ
all the audio

and communications
for broadcasters

BROADCAST AUDIO CONSOLES

ARENA Console
Ultimate digital audio console.

BC 300
Analogue audio console with built-in telephone hybrid
and power amplifier at incredibly low price.
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BC 500
Cost effective analogue audio console with
built-in digital telepnone hybrid.
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BC 2500
Top level analogue audio console.

AT ' ;
prl 6-l9,

Las Vegas,
Booth N 6326

EQUIPMENT FOR REMOTES

PAW 120
Paine -,ize digital recorder.
New and improved design.

Swing
Portable ISDN codec, audio
Mixer and telephone hybrid.

Phoenix
The new IP and POTS
Portable Codec.

11111k ran -....temiL  0 lb:-

Eagle

osmiso
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ISDN audiocodec with phone hybrid capabilities at a
great value!

"girreolu".""ms---..Aft
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4444..1141044
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Course
The COURSE, a 4 -unit chassis, with control software and dual
power supplies accommodates up to 10 communication 'boards:
now with new options IP Codec and Digital Telephone Hybrid
(analog line); p'us dual channel ISDN codec or V35/X21.

TH 02
Digital telephone hybrid with frequency extender.

AEQ USA
Phone: +1 954-581-7999

Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536 (US only)
e-mail: saies@aeqbroadcast.com

For more information please visit us at
www.aeqbroadcast.com
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Mid-term EEO reports
due for some By Harry Martin

Beginning in June, radio stations with 11 or more full-time employees
will hove to file the new FCC Form 397 Broadcast Mid -Term Report,
which will provide the commission with information about each reporting

licensee's on -going EEO efforts. As shown in the schedule below, Form 397 is
due on June 1 for radio stations in D.C., Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia,
with stations in other states following suit every other month in the order of the
anniversary dates of their renewal application filings.

The requirement for a mid-term EEO report was put into place in 2002, when
the FCC last revised its EEO rules and policies, and is intended to provide the

commission with an accounting, four years after
renewal filing, of each licensee's EEO compliance.
Here's a summary of what has to be done.

What must be filed? The new Form 397 has

Dateline
Radio stations in Texas must file their biennial

ownership reports on or before April 2, 2007.
Also on April 2, radio stations in Delaware, Indiana,

Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Tennessee and Texas must
place their 2007 EEO reports in their public files and
place them on their websites.

All radio stations must place their first quarter issues
and programs lists in their public files by April 10.

not yet been released. A draft version of the form
was prepared in 2002. It requires the standard
identifying information about the licensee filing the
form (name, address, station list). If the licensee is
subject to the full filing requirement, copies of the
licensee's two most recent annual EEO reports as
placed in the stations' local
public inspection file, must
be attached.

When must it be filed?
The schedule for filing
Form 397 is based on the
staggered schedule for fil-
ing renewal applications.
Thus, the schedule for 2007
and 2008 is as shown at
the right.

Who must file? Only
employment units with 11 or
more full-time employees will

have to submit Form 397 (together with copies of
their annual EEO reports taken from their public
files). Smaller stations (stations with fewer than
11) appear to be exempt from the filing require-
ment, although once the final version of the form is
adopted it is possible smaller stations will have to
file a Form 397 just to claim the exemption.

The FCC will be examining each Form 397 to
determine whether the licensee has been comply-
ing with the rules. Any non -compliant broadcasters

will be contacted by the FCC, and if the non-com-
pliance is significant enough, the commission will
consider issuing a forfeiture notice.

Availability of Form 397
The revised Form 397, as of this writing, is still

awaiting approval by the Office of Management
and Budget, and is expected to be available
electronically in April or May, which would be
in time for the initial June 1 deadline.

This new filing requirement should be routine for
most stations. As long as the licensee has been
preparing its annual EEO public file reports-a
requirement for all stations that have five or more
full-time employees-and those reports indicate
that EEO -sensitive recruitment procedures have
been followed except in extraordinary situations,
no compliance issues should arise.

Martn is a past president of the Federal Communica-
tions Bar Association and a member of Fletcher, Heald
& Hildreth, Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.corri.

Form 39 filin SC ed
June 1: D.C., Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia
August 1: North Carolina, South Carolina
December 1: Florida, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands
February 1, 2008: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi
April 1, 2008: Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee
June 1, 2008: Michican, Ohio
August 1, 2008: Illinois, Wisconsin
December 1, 2008: Colorado, Minnesota, Montana, North

Dakota, South Dakota
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Able to leap tall buildings?

No distance or line -of -

sight restriction makes

Starlink SL9003T1 the
ideal choice for STL/TSL

and intercity links.

Starlink T1's
bidirectional high capacity

significantly reduces

communications costs

compared to discrete audio,

telephone and data circuits.

And Starlink's
uncompressed digital

audio will stand out

above your competition.

STL over any distance or terrain...
...Moseley Starlink T1

1-±w
0 a0a la

M.**.
1

Call the digital STL experts today.

Dave Chancey 805.968.9621

Bill Gould 978.373.6303
www.moseleysb.com

HD Radio' and Multicasting

Transmitter remote control

RBDS data

Telephone extension

IP-based equipment control

Internet and e-mail connection
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Bags packed? Yes. Registration complete? Yes.
Airl.ne tickets and hotel booked? Yes.

Ex-ra cash fo- cab rides and casino entertainment? Yes.
Clear plc n to make the most use of your time at

the convention? No?
That's ok, we're here to help.

° J
It's the only item needed for

your NAB2007 checklist

18
31
LE

56
84

Registration areas
There are t.vo registraticr areas for the convention. One is in the
North Hall near the taxi chop off. The other is at the back of the
South Hall Lower.

Online Extra
The NAE Insider e-mail
newsletter complements our

convention preview. It comes to
your e-mail inbox every -uesday
leading up to the convention.
If you re not -eceiving it. go to
berad o.com and click on the subscribe link.



The NAB convention is a huge event, and the common
mistake made by attendees is to not plan ahead.
The convention floor is huge. The sessions run non-

stop. There are even more exhibitors in hotel suites.
Where do you begin? Right here with the March issue
of Radio magazine.

The NAB convention has been held in Las Vegas for the
past 17 years. Las Vegas has the deserved reputation of
being an adult playground, but the city is a good place
to hold a convention because it can accommodate the
flood of visitors. Still, once you're in the Convention
Center, you're on your own.

Our convention preview has several parts to help you
plan your time. The most visible part of the convention
is the exhibit hall. In this case, there are four of them
plus an outdoor exhibits area. This massive exhibit area
itself can't be completely covered in four days. It's '/3
mile from the north end to the south end alone. The NAB
Extra! is a collection of products that will be unveiled,
so you can get a head start on what to see. We'll also
have some stragglers to include the April issue, so don't
forget to look there as well.

Navigating the show floor can be a challenge, so
we have two tools to help you. The major portion
of radio exhibitors are in the North Hall, so we have
highlighted this section with a pull-out map. Additional
copies of this map will also be distributed in our booth

Custom Laser
Marking

zfe)

Feel The Difference At
Booth: SU6809

in the North Hall (N61281.
Because you're probably going to the convention with

some specific equipment quests, we have also organized
the exhibitors into categorized listings in the FASTtrack. In

addition, the exhibitors in these categories are arranged in
booth order so you can quickly move from booth to booth
with the most direct path. Don't waste time backtracking,
use the FASTtrack to plot the most direct course.

What's a convention without sessions? Again, time is short,
so you have to pick and choose which sessions you want to
attend. We have outlined the radio -relevant sessions in the
Insight to Sessions section so you can decide which sessions
are right for you. We have also included some sessions
outside the Broadcast Engineering Conference That may be
of interest. All of this is then displayed in a timetable grid
so you can plan your day.

Your time in Las Vegas doesn't need to be all business.
Get some extra tips from the Radio magazine staff. Turn to

page 84 and get some inside tips.
Now you're ready for NAB2007. See you in Las Vegas.

Chriss Scherer, editor

kair
Retention Leads

Illumination

www.veetronix.coni
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Some of the most innovative
products debuting

at NAB2007

Networked audio system

Booth N7111
Evolution 6: The E-6 Surface, the E -series
studio Sateii:te and the E -series Network Switch

combine to create a networked audio system.
Each studio operates independently yet can
shar eall the sources and mixes through the

E -series network. Switch without
traffic limitations, audio latency

or machine control delays.
The E-6 features event recall,

bus -minus and mix -minus
and four aux mixes-all
with dedicated talkback

systems. The console alsc features four monitor outputs
and standard EQ, dynamics, panning and mic process-
ing on all channels (simultaneously). It supports multiple
arrays of programmable input channel and master panel
switches fcy customized functions like phone, intercom,
salvos or machine commands

252-638-7000; www.wheatstone.com
sales@wheatstone.com

This section provides access to products
long before you get to the show, so you can

plan which booths to visit. With booth
numbers included, the NAB Extra! will help
you find exactly what you are looking for.

Broadcast automation software
OMT Technologies
Booth N9011

Imediatouch: En-
hancements to this
automation software
include a new talk
button that allows the
user to insert a live
talk segment into the
log while still in auto-
mation mode. Users
now have the option

to use a condensed ver-

sion of the audio library
screen with the ability

to drag and drop audio
events into the main log schedule. The compact full log
screen displays the day's log in a wider view so more
items are listed on the main on -air screen. Users can
also now drag and drop audio from the full log into the
main playback log. A cart -style Event Display changes
the standard log -based playback to static cart decks
when users are in a live assist m

888-665-0501; www.omt.net; omt@omt.net

Radio newsroom system.",fe
Booth N6511

RCS News: RCS News is a radio newsroom system providing solutions for the entire news operation horn newscast
gathering, writing and editing to the actual on -air broadcast and story archiving. This comprehensive, standalone
newsroom software enable! rc-norters to write newscasts, receive and revise wire copy and digitally record, edit
and Flayback audio.

914-428-4600; www.rcsworks.com; info@rcsworks.com

18 March 2007 Booth numbers are current as of Feb. 23



the professional broac

VibeIdCast Elm

,)
0 bireso sor

caster's choice for

IP STLs

ASSso  LA:

At last! An IP audio codec that offers a reliable, DSP-based
platform and automatic back-up for 24/7 reliability.

APT's WorldCast Eclipse is the ultimate in flexibility and choice offering

IP, X.21N.35 and ISDN interfaces and a selection of popular coding

algorithms including Enhanced apt -X, MPEG Layer 2/3, MPEG 4 MC,

G.711 and G.722

All the features you expect from a professional broadcast codec are

supplied as standard: analog and AES/EBU I/Os, adjustable silence

detection, alarm ports, contact closures, speed dials, embedded

auxiliary data and many more...

Configuration and control of the WorldCast Eclipse is straight -forward

and simple thanks to APT's powerful

and intuitive Codec Management
System (CMS). Offering extensive

real-time management of multiple

codec units, the CMS enables
alarm monitoring, logging and
performance monitoring as well

as configurable user and audio
profiles.

To see the full functionality of
CMS, download a trial version

from www.aptx.com.

APT Headquarters
Tel: +44 (0)28 9037 1110
Email: info@aptx.com

APT North America
Toll Free: 800 955 APTX
Boston Tel: 781 810 2260
Florida Tel: 772 340 0850
Email: sales@aptx.com

WorldCast Eclipse

416 Voir'

Also Available:

WorldCast Horizon
Bidirectional stereo audio coder- offering
Enhanced apt -X over IP

WorldCast Meridian
Multi -algorithm audio codec w th both IP & X2IN35
interfaces

WorldNet Oslo
Professional, Modular Audio Multiplexing Platform offering up
to 14 stereo channels over Tl.' El or IP links with Enhanced
apt -X or linear audio. Built-in redundancy, automatic back-up
and hot-swappable cards ensure round the clock reliability
for multi -channel STLs.

www.aptx.com



UADC-1: This analogio-cigtal :onverter and
switch provides 24 -bit conversion
with AES3 audio path inserion and
interruption functior s. --Fe device
may be used as a stanch cne A -to -

D converter or as a wav to insert stereo
analog inputs into an AES stream vie remote control

v a internal jumpers. Front -panel LEDs display the audio

In the last 75 years,
Neumann has lied a lot of

firsts. We saved one of the
more obvious oies until
now. Presenting the first

dynamic mic ever to come
from Neumann.

BCM 705
Dynamic M c

Of course, we're still number
one in condenser microphones.
In fact, with our BCM Series,
your studio has all its voices
covered - and just about any
instrument that walks in, too.

BCM 104
Condenser I4i:

NEUMANN.LISA
DISTRIBUTIOs1 'OR THE AMERICAS

NeumannUSA: Tel 860-434-9190 - www.neumannusa.com
Latin America: Tel 52 -55 -S633 -1C20  Canada: Tel 514-426-3013

Analog/digital audio switcherTi
Booth N7323

. A sampling rate of 32kHz or 48kHz is selectable
present and clipping for left and right analog inputs,

the input selected for output and the status of
the device. Recessed front -panel gain controls
for the analog inputs are included

800-922-8001
www.atiaudio.com; sales@atiaudio.com

LPFM antenna
Jampro Antennas
Booth C2515
JLCP: This stainless steel, omni-directional
antenna is easy to install with a supplied 2"
pole mount. The antenna offers higher V-Pol,
which provides better car reception and build-
ing penetration. A stacking harness is included
when multiple bay arrays are ordered. The

antenna features a VSWR 1.5:1 or better
±150kHz.

916-383-1177; www.jampro.com
jamprcA,iojampro.com

Internet radio
Solutions Radio
Booth N8636

Church Web Radio: This Internet receiver
features a built in dial -up modem that can be
connected to an existing telephone or DSL
line. Turn the unit Dn and the service can be
ieard live. The system automatically stores
aach service so it can be listened to after the
ive service has ended. Call waiting has been
mplemented so that the system will switch off

and the (--(111 cnr, he nnsw.red
201-977-1229; www.solutionsradio.com

sales@solutionsradio.com

20 March 2007



See Live Demos of our Flexible Formats, STORQ Automation, and PDQ

(Production Done Quickly) During NAB 2007 at our Hilton Suite

Get Ready For The Future Of Network Radio

Woitt Radio Networks Introduces...

Flexible Formats
- Choose your day parts
- Choose your jocks
- Choose your music
- Choose your local content
- Choose your level of local inventory

With our new Flexible Formats model, for the first time ever network

radio doesn't mean one size fits all. Only Waitt lets you do it your way.

Check out our Flexible Formats at www.wrnonline.com

The Secret's Out'

For years, our network affiliates have called our STORQ Autcmation

system the best kept secret in the business.

Now we're making it available to everyone.

Try a no risk demo today, and see for yourself that STORQ is:

- Stable
- Powerful
- Easy-tc-use

STORQ Automation is comparable to any other system,

but so affordable that the competition would like us to keep it a secret.

Well we can't. The secret's out!

Check out STORQ Automation at www.STORQAutomation.com

WAITT RADIO NETWORKS

402.952.7600
www.wrnonline.com
info@wrnonline.com

ac
COUNTRY

ac. pure

IR*

PLUS

couhttty &mice ca.

PD
STORQ
Automation'
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37 -pin
audio connectors
Nemal Electronics

Booth C2642
NE3700 series: This DT1 2 connec-

tor for field and studio applications features

patented set screw design that prevents insert
rotation. Accessories include dust caps,

fan -outs, and break-out boxes to XLR
connectors. Typical applications include
termination of 1 2 -pair audio molt cable

or up to 37 -conductor control cable.
Additional features include a positive
lock insert system to prevent conductor
breakage during interconnection, secure
attachment of cap to connector, standard
thread strain relief and compatibility with
existing ITT Canon type designs. The
connectors are available from stock,

individually or terminated on cable
800-522-2253

www.nemal.com; info@nemal.com

Wireless recording systems
Zawrom
Booth N9017
ZFR800, TRX800: ne ZFR800 hand-held wireless

:,,er and TRX800 hand-held wireless microph e

provide internal recording capabilities. The TRX8

uses digital modulation and produces a time c
referenced recording that serves as a back-up. B h

systems offer audio audits/ eauivalent to AES audio n

a hard -wired cable.
201-652-7878

www.zaxcom.com; info@zaxcom.com

USB stick for GSS Net
Global Security Systems
Booth N9008
USB Stick for Emergency alert: The USB s.c ply
into any Windows PC supporting USB connectvy a
connects the computer to the GSS Net Public Arni

and Alert System. The thumb -size stick presents rev
alerts and messages. The unit is not dependents
Internet connection and features a FM radio tuner llt

The USB supports FM REDS.
228-255-7220

www.gssnet.us; info@gssnet.us

End -to -End Solutions From SCM
Shively Labs Rigid Coax

Get your RF Solutions from the Dealer That Knows Radio!

Introducing Rigid Coax from Shively Labs.
Redesigned in 2006 - Shively's coax components incorporate more
than 40 years of high power RF engineering experience with
modern manufacturing techniques to bring you products that are as
affordable as they are reliable.
Large inventories ensure same day shipment on most orders, and detail drawings

are available at www.shively.com to be sure that there are no surprises when you go to
install your components. Superior Design - Fast Shipment - Low Prices!

I

'Studio

II 0_, I

Mid -South: 1-877-391-2650 Bob Mayben
Central: 1-731-695-1714 Bernie O'Brien
West Coast: 1-866-673-9267 Doug Tharp
Mid -West: 1-513-899-3036 Mary Schnelle
South -Atlantic: 1-770-632-1295 Art White
North-East: 1-315-623-7655 Jim Peck
South-West: 1-210-775-2725 John Lackness
Pro Audio: 1 -877-640-8205 Ric Goldstein

Contact SCMS
at any of its offices

to discuss your needs
1 - 8 0 0- 4 3 8 -6 0 4 0

Bob, Ernie, Matt or Mike
HQ in Pineville, NC

 E KNOW RAC

www.SCMSinc.i

n

24 March 2007



Arrakis Systems inc.
www.arrakis-systems.com

970-461-0730

Radio-iesz,
$995 -ns.rp

Studio Furniture

olovVlodulux
=lex-studio
14,995 msrp

"Nrrioftioci.

000

474 1151

wirierNOUS
-  .  

On -air Automation
onlj $100 per month

...come to our websi:-.3 and see why
more stations buy Arrakis Systems !!!

New York, L.A.. Chicago, Moscow,
Paris, Beijing, Nigeria, Baghdad.

Jamaica, Tanit & a-ound the
world. With thoJsands of con-

soles, studio furniture packages.
and on air autonaticn systems
sold wcrldwide since the late

1970s, Arrakis Systems is a
word leader in Radio

broadcast engineering
and manufacturing.

Quality reliability. and
value are

the hailrrark of
every Arrakis
prod-
uct.

 , ,,,,,,Or ,,,

Nova -10:s,
cigita ccnsole
$2'35 msrp

1200-10s
analog console
13 795 msrp

Radio Consoles

12K1&-12
analog console
4995 msrp

X -Mover cigtai console
$5 4-35 n -s3110 eh)

14 ch)

Et 04 Powell St, Loveland, Colorado 80538



IFB
transmittertransmitter
Lectrosonics
Booth N8116

IFBT4: This interruptible foldback base -
station transmitter replaces he analog IFBT1

unit. The IFBT4 is o 250mW
hybrid wireless transm tter
for IFB and other types of
radio links. The transmitter
features a backlit LCD with
front -panel control for pro-
gramming and operation.

A selectable high-pass filter
with settings at 35Hz and 50Hz

allows for transmission of full audio
bandwidth. The equipment is powered

by 6V to 18V ac via a locking connector and is supplied
with a quarter -wave whip antenna that is detachable from
he 500 BNC connector on the rear panel.

800-821-1121

www.lettrosortics.com; saks@lectrosonics.com

Digital mic
Neuma:
Booth N7117
KM D series: the modular
construction of these micro-
phones permits the KM D
output stage to be combined
with the various passive
microphone capsules (omni-

directional, cardioid or
hypercardioid).

In the micro-
phone, the
A/D converter
receives the out-

put signal directly
from the capsule. The microphones are equipped with a
three -pin XLR connector for transmission of a bi-directional

signal conforming to the AES 42 standard. All standard
sampling frequencies are supported, from 44.1 kHz to
192kHz. An A/D converter receives the output signal
directly from the microphone capsule. Level matching
required for subsequent c,s ;s performed digitally in
the microphone itself

860-434-5220

www.neumannusa.com; neumlit@neumannusa.com

Is at 4.

15I' (000 I
NAB 716

N 3

1 lilt

roads

\I\

smiths

st Surge
Spec" 11515

ler INTERNATIONAL

tayon
theAip/

We -Protect:
do, bid tal & Analog Transmitters
4. Studio Equipment & Facilities

Contact LEA Today for a Free
Product Catalog!

208.761.6121 800.881.8506
www.leaintl.com lea@leainti.com

aft
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Going111:1?
The Orban Optimod 6300 is perfect for processing your HD digital channels.

MEM

AES/EBU #1

orbcin 6300
OPTIMOD

/A studio AGC
(with peak limiting

for STL protection)

,OUTPUTS
/ A no -compromise 7 A low -delay

processing chain for talent headphone

digital transmission processor

and media

hip i/www

HD Transmitter

STL Interplex or Internet Stream

AES/EBU #2

Announcer's
ceHeadphones

and/or Monitors

Headphone Monitor/Amp

Left/Analog and Right/Analog

CHOICES OF
-1-1 PROCESSING

lAGC1IAGC with Limiting Multiband N Multiband with Limiting

cfA.
orban crl
For a list of distributors visit
www.orban.com

7970 South Kyrene Road
Tempe, Arizona 85284
Phone 480-403-8300
Fax 480-403-8301

 Two digital AES/ EBU outputs and one stereo analog output.
 Mastering -quality look -ahead limiter provides tight peak control for both "flat" and

pre -emphasized channels.
 Flexible routing: Any output can emit the AGC or Multiband processed audio, with or

without look -ahead limiting.
 Exclusive Precodeiu technology minimizes artifacts in low bitrate codecs (like HD

Radio's HDC) without sucking the life out of tie audio.
 New compression ratio and knee controls makes the 6300 ideal for mastering and

production studio applications.
 Remote controllable via GPI contact closures. Ethernet, and RS232 serial

connections.
 Smooth, responsive PC Remote Control application for Windows PCs is included.
 Quick Setup wizard, dozens of excellent factory presets, and LESS -MORE control make

setup and tuning easy.
 Includes CBS Loudness Controller"" for TV applications.

The Orban 6300 is a NO -quality. multipurpose stereo audio processx for digital radio. digital television, netcasts. STL protection.
satellite uplink protection. and digital mastering. With 2C kHz audio bandwidth. the 6300 succeeds Orban's popular OPTIMOD-
DAR 6200 audio processor but offers improved processing algorithms and more flexibility.
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WireCAD

NAB Booth:
N2138

NSW and Documentation Tools

Because Genius Ain't Easy!

www.wirecad.com

1 [8661273-5288

sales®wirecad.com
14; 36 P1t^1111 iSti as uoononao

Condition
monitoring
Dielectric

Booth C1907
M2M: can

monitor and manage non -IT -
based assets such as HVAC units,

back-up generators, security access
instruments, street lamps and cooling towers. The monitor can help
with predictive maintenance, which can streamline operations. The
units in the M2M product line are simple enough to monitor lights at a
cell tower or complex enough to manage and c-trol a cooling tower
at a large power facility.

800-341-9678
www.dielectric.com; dcsales@dielectric.com

On -air switcher
mitex

Booth N4928

RB-0A3: A 1 RU unity gain on -air switcher, this ,,nit ,s capable of
switching three stereo pairs between three studios. Each studio can
control the transmission path together with two peripheral paths for
equipment such as a codec or hybrid. It also allows for seamless and
continuous broadcast from any multi -studio radio network. The unit
can be expanded to switch between five studios or six stereo pairs by
connecting multiple units via RJ-45 serial connections. Features of this
switcher include an input impedance of greater than 20k11, an output
impedance of less than 5011, a frequency response of 20Hz to 20kHz
±0.1 dB and 0.01 percent THD at 1 kHz.

207-773-2424
www.independentaudio.com; info@independentoudio.com

FM transmission systems
ation Systems

Booth C1920
Turnkey Transmission Services: PSI now offers full FM turnkey
transmission systems inc'uding a PSI antenna, PSI transmission line,
transmitter of customer's choice, tower, building and commissioning.
The customer has the flexibility to use all or any part of the turnkey offer-
ing. PSI antenna models include directional and non -directional using
panels and Power -Tiller for FM and IBOC, at all power levels. Also
available is pattern optimization, customization, multi -station antennas,
filters and combiners

814-472-5540
www.psibroadcast.com; psiba@surfshop.net

28 March 2007



FM BROADCASTERS!
Join the RADIO
REVOLUTION!

GSSNET keeps FM the TOP CHOICE for vital
EMERGENCY INFORMATION

GSSNET connects to ALL DEVICES with FM chips

GSSNET provides NEW REVENUE for
FM BROADCASTERS

With the GSS First Alert system, FM broadcasters can deliver messages to any device that has
an FM chip. And because it's scalable, FM broadcasters can deliver messages to one receiver
or one million receivers at the same time.

The GSS First Alert system also gives FM broadcasters a new way to deliver targeted information
like advertising, consumer alerts and customer service notifications to any device with an FM
chip. It opens up new revenue streams for FM broadcasters.

Homeland Security and All -Hazard Alert Systems
Connect to ANY DEVICE, ANYWHERE

 Smoke Detectors Cell Phones  Mobile Devices

fl.1,1Vou, IYI

www.gssnet.us  228.255.7220 info@gssnet.us
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Simulcasting product

Booth N2502, N3100
Intraplex Synchrocast3: This

third .j ; simulcasting product
allows radio broadcasters with overlapping

transmitters to create audio synchronization in

multiple -transmitter networks. The system uses an Intra-
plex Tl/E 1 multiplexer or
Net Xpress IP multiplexer
platform with GPS digital
timing to enable a network
of transmitters to increase
coverage areas and re-

duce interference. The

product offers more efficient
use of network bandwidth by the timing system, allow-
ing users to allocate additional bandwidth to voice and
data trar

800-622-0022; www.broadcast.harris.com
broadcast@harris.com

FM bandpass filter
Myat

Booth C2220
FMBP1000: .s FAA oand

for lkW and
can be used as a standalone
device to filter unwanted out -of -

band energy, can provide the
necessary filtering requirements

for IBOC signals and con be
used in a channel combining
system to combine two close -
spaced FM channels that would
then feed a common antenna.
FMBP I 000 series filters attenu-

ate unwanted signals to reduce cross

modulation. The filter is available in three- and four -section
designs with or withc

201-767-5380
www.myat.cora; sales@myat.com

Remote receiver
9Y

Booth N8611
Watchband: This receiver provides stereo, phase and field intensity data, streaming audio and decoded RDS to
any PC Internet connection. Broadcasters can record audio sireams for remote playback, as well as log audio
metrics for review and analysis. Automc gging routir :ilow station -to -station comparisons for the entire market.

Burk Technolo

OMNIRAX BROADCAST FURNITURE

What people are saying about Omnirax...

"Within a short amount of time Omnirax was able to
come up with a beautiful concept -for our new studios."

"The Omnirax design makes these studios incredible
for talent and operators on both sides of the console."

"Our furniture from you not only fit into our budget
and timeline, it was very well constructed and looked
beautiful. I expect to be outfitting many more
facilities with Omnirax..."

"I was impressed with the exceptional care given packaging
for shipment. A few very large and potentially
fragile components made it cross-country
completely unscathed"

"I wholeheartedly recommend Omnirax
to everyone."

_P. 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392
FAX 415.332.2607
www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com

30 March 2007

C. Raleigh. NC.

Westwood One, Culver City, C A The En. ineer's Choice!



Your Single Source for
Broadcast Solutions

LYNX' Sidemount
FM Antenna for IBOC
Operations and Dual
Input for Analog

Standard Rigid Line
and MACXLine" Rigid
Line with Bellows

ER! is your single source for the broadcast
industry's best antennas, filter and
combining systems, transmission line
and RF components, and towers and
structural products. Our professional team
of engineers, designers, fabricators, project
managers, and installers take pride in
contributing to your success by delivering
products and services to meet all of your RF
and structural needs.

Visit us in Booth N1119 at NAB2007

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.

Visit Online at www.eriinc.com  Call Toll -free at 877 ERI-LINE

Broadcast Towers and
Structural Products

Your Source for
HELIAX'' Coaxial
Cable and Elliptical
Waveguide System
Components
and Installation
Accessories.



Booth N2226Booth N7034

ATRANSMITTER CORPORATION
ARMSTRONG

Booth N4526

audio technica.
always listening
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MUSICAM USA

Booth N1119

rJCis 1
Digico Soundtracs N9731 DPA Microphones N2227 Emerson Pwr Protection C 1720 Eventide N6909
Digi-Data N2126 Drama King Music Library SL 7423 EMR N5121 EZ Quest
Digidesign C11606 Drivesavers SU13610 Endo Systems N6217 E -Z Up International N9726
Digigram N6518 Dymo C 8236 Energy-Onix N6213 Fairlight SL 4010
Disc Makers SL 7709 E2V C 1716 E -N -G Mobile Systems C 7336 FAR C10141B
Diversified Marketing C 1127 Eckel Noise Control Tech N9906 Enhance Technology SL 2007 Fiberplex N6534
DK - Technologies America N1835 Ekon Computerized Studios.. N9911 ENPS/Associated Press R222 Firstcom Music SL 9820
Docsott C10638 Electrorack Enclosure Products. C 1936 ERI-Electronics Research N1119 Flash Technology N7421
Dolby Laboratories N2513 Electrosys C 3331 ESE C 1839 Forecast Consoles SU 3106
Dorrough Electronics C 5213 Elenos N8319 Euphonix N4021 Fostex America N8934
Dove Systems C 8714 Elettronika N7337 EV Microphones N9611 Fraunhofer IIS SU 6830



Booth C1920

North Hall
Acquisition &

Production

Management &
Systems

Pro Audio

Pro Audio

Radio

Grand
Lobby

Booth C2924

''/_\\\ RADIAN
R

Central Hall
Acquis.tion & Production

Orang3
Lot

Outdoor
Media &

Equipment

Distribution & Delivery

Main Registration

Staco Energy Products N3813 Tec Nec Distributing C 2041 Towerline Software N5836
Stainless/Doty-Moore Twr Svcs . C 1133 Techni-Tool C 6422 Traffc.com C 8120
Statmon Technologies SU 14205 N2519 Translantech Sound N4931
Stephen Arnold Music R111 C 5329 Thlithic C 5007
Stockmusic.net SL 9622 Telos Systems N7728 TVVR Lighting N6726
Studer Soundcrafl N7715 Tempest Fireco Towers C 8747 Unimar N8036
Studio Network Solutions SL 4830 TextCaster C 2844 United Ad Label (UAL) SL 2005
Superior Broadcast Products C 1312 TFT N6508 Utiliy Tower Company N7326
Superior Electric N8308 Thermo Bond Buildings N5535 Valcom Manufacturing Group N7734
Switchcrafl C 7507 Thermodyne International SU 5108 Veetronix SU MOO
SWR C 1126 Mine Technology N9311 Vidcad SU 3805
Systems Technology C11304 TMP Pro Distribution N7430 Voice Technologies N9617
Tascam SL 4016 Torpey Time C 6914 V -Soft Communications NOM
TBC Consoles SU 5405 Toshiba International UPS SL 3410 Ward -Beck Systems SU 9211
TC Electronic N1931 Tower Consultants C 3139 Wheatstone N7111
Teac SL13910 Tower Innovations C 1119 Whirlwind C 8128

South
Hall

(Lpper level)
Acquisition

Production

Management

Systems

I
South

Hall
(lower level)

Post -

Production

Display
Systems

Whisper Room SL10220
Wide Orbit N5713, N5717
Will -Burt C 8423
Winmedia Software N6215
Winsted SU 3316
Wire Ready N6808
Wiremid N2138
Wireworks C 7617
Wohler Technologies N3426
Wolf Coach C 6436
Xytech Systems SU 7526
Yamaha SL 5710
Yellow Jacket N9006
Z Technology C 3039
Zaxcom N9017
Zero Manufactunng C 9420

VISIT crown BrORDCRST
Booth N6906

New features for 2007!
-All units frequency agile from front panel
=Power upgrade on low power units

FM100 now 150 watts
FM250 now 300 watts
FM500 now 600 watts

-Stop by to see these and more new features

®Crown BrORDCRST IREC
Www.crownbroadcast.com

koselke@irecl.com

Come see the new look
Crown transmitters at

NAB Booth N6906

Crown Proadcast will also have a
fully functional demo on the Crow n
LA series linear amplifiers and
Fanfare TRO series off -set receiver
for HD translator applications



efen SL 2305
enelec SL11215
epco International C 7525
lobal Communications C 8748
Iobal Security Systems N9008
°ogle N6121
roove Addicts SL 7623
.C. Jeffries Tower Company C 3327
.L. Delis C 8137
amilton Metalcraft C 1620
annay Reels C 9941
3rdata
sifts N2502, N3100
ail Sound N9420
anry Engineering N7432
awlett Packard SL 3820
NB N7117
lomast C 8241
tec Power Solutions C 1124
.-Tech Enterprises SU 3410
ME C11632
ollywood Edge SL 8420
olophone N6034

lose Technology SL 4105
M SU 7820
EE Broadcast Technology Society L27
)ruck Acoustic/Sonex N6919
Y Enterprise SL 7706
pact Cases C10837
dependent Audio N4926
dustrial Acoustics Company N6617
nes N7735
ovonios A6226
ternational Datacasting C 5541
mpro Antennas C 2515

< Audio N9426
_ Cooper Electronics N3114
)seph Electronics C 8723
Inger Audio Studiotechnik N3815
AE SU 3408

C 2213
ay Industries N6517
D Kanopy N9916
Iler Tracks SL 8020
ngs Electronics C 7022
Intronk Labs N5113
otz Digital Audio Systems N5728
2 Innovations N5435
3rg SL13014
JFF Consulting Engineers C 1616
amer Electronics SL 6105A
4N International N7718

-ircan C 1916
Iwo N7030
iwson & Associates/Architects. N4538
3A Tichnology N9234
:A International N3716
)ader Instruments C 5022
tctrosonics N8116
rear Acoustic 01048
cation Sound N9126
,gltek ENctronk Systems PI8521
tale SI. 9208
agma SL 128
agnum Towers N5122
AM -A 011700
anhattan Production Music SL 9520
arshall Electronics SU 1926
artin & Ziegler SL 7409
taster Recording Supply SL 4107
asterclock N3213
axell C 7736
iayah Communications C 8828B
adia Archive Systems SU 3113
edia Concepts SU 6805
edia Monitors N8119
edia Technology Solutions R220
edical Coaches 0E309
egatrax Prod. Music . N5518, SL 8720
.GE UPS Systems C 6822
'icro Comms. (MCI) N6129, C2520
icroboards Technology SL 9511
icronwireless N8927
icrosoft SL 3213
icrospace Communications C 6244
id AtlanticRF N7428
iddle Atlantic Products SU 7826
ilestek C 6722
innetonka Audio Software N3215
obile Power 0E318
odular Components National N7428
odulation Sciences C 1131
ohawk SU 5907
Oseley Associates N7711
otu SL 8027
'usicam P15418
yat C 2220
yers Information Systems N3219
rgra Audio N2226

Assoc. of Tower Erectors C 1633

National Semiconductor N5117
National Weather Service N6806
Nautel PI5111
Navteq C 8120
Nelson Case SL14713
Nemal Electronics C 2642
Nrtt.t N5721
Neumann N7117
Neutnk N8526
Nexidia SL 1413T
NKK Switches N1326
Non -Stop Music
Noren Products
NPR Satellite Services
Oldcastle Precast Comma
OMB Sistemas Eler,

R206, SL 9220
SU 2523

C 7541
C 1637
C 3324

Omnla Audio N7728
Omr, r SL 9620
Omnirax P15415
OMT Technologies N9011
Onan C 7510
Onstor SU11005
Optical Cable C 3146
Opticomm N2931
Opus 1 Music library SL 8421
OT Lighting C 1121
Otari SU11309
Overly Door Company N9914
P.I. Engineering SL12207
Panasonic Broadcast C 3613
Paradise Datacom C 7036
Patriot Antenna Systems 0E103
Pelican Products C 9125
Perdue Acoustics C11104
Phasetek N6618
Phillystran N5131
Potomac Instruments N6826
Precision Communications C 3317
Premier Mounts SU13812
Prime Image N4517
PrimeLED N5417
Primera Technology SL12405
Prism Business Media/Penton

N6128, SL 4626
' '11116

Pristine Systems/Summit Traffic
N7334

Professional Sound N9322
Promedia SL13013
Propagation Systems (PSI).... C 1920
Prophet Systems Innovations N6511
PTEK N8126
Quantum
Radian Comm. Svcs.
Radio & Audio Live Stage
Radio Advertising Bureau
Radio Frequency Systems C 1913
Radio magazine P18126
Radio Music License Committee N7835
Radio Systems N8231
Studio Technology N8231
Radio Traffic.com N5221, N5429
Radiodifusion.com N1232
RCS N6511
RDL Radio Design Labs 913413
Redding Audio N9617
Richardson Electronics C 1714
Richland Towers C 2534
Rimage SU 7911
RIZ Transmitters N5222
Roland Systems Group SL 8208
RoyaltyFreeMusic.com SL 9430
R -Quest Technologies SL 10224
RVR Elettronica N8606
Rycote Microphone Windshields N9617
Sabre 'lbws(' a PoNs PI8435
SBS/Eddystone N2158
Scheduall Software SL 2308
Schoeps Microphones N9617
Sencore N1113, C 1646
Sennheiser Electronic N7117
SES Americom C 5245
Shively Labs N7028
Shure N6921
Sierra Automated Systems N4413
Sitepro.com N5734
Skytec N6434
Society of Broadcast Engineers .1.26
Solutions Radio N8834
Sonic Solutions SL 4314
Sorbet PI4928
Sony Electronics SU 906
Sony Media Software SL 2823
Sound Broadcast Services N5128
Sound Devices N9314
Sound Ideas SL 7720
Soundfield N9421
Soundminer SL 7723
Spectrum Control C 8745
SRS Labs N 402

SU13809
C 2924
N6330

L2

I

Planning
Your Digital

Future?

BIA
to

can help.
Booth N6817

North Radio Hall

LIVE DEMONSTRATIONS:

 FCC Application Tracking
 FM Allocation Analysis & Broadcast Facility

FLAG Service

 Custom Coverage Maps

 Station "Move -In" Tracking
 Market, Station, Owner Revenues
 CP Comparisons & HD Radio Information

IJACTIVEACCESS
 Integrating Traditional and New Media
 Station Branding on the Computer Desktop
 Constant Contact with Listeners

PREVIEW:
2007 Radio Market Report, 1St Edition

and Radio Pocket Guides!

www.bia.com 800.331.5086
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COMPUTERIZED STUDIOS, LLC

Br SL 4626
Broadcast Software Intl WV
Broadcast Tools N6908
Br N7328

.J5.)22, C 8109
Brother International SU11423
Burk Technology N8611
Burle Industries C 4907
Burli Software N6028
BW Broadcast N7330
Calrec Audio N8529
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Candre SU 4805
Clark Wire & Cable C 7025
Clear Channel Satellite 0E320
Clear -Corn Comm. Systems C 5912
Coast to Coas' Tower Service C 1614
Coaxial Dynamics N6315
Coding Technologies N 610
Comet North Amenca N8406
Commandsoft N 708
Comrex N5726
On C 4946
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Continental Electronics N7706
Countryman Associates N9022
CPC- Computer Prompting &

Captioning C 9436
CPI N7426, C 2511
Creative Network Design SL 1413K
Crown Broadcast N6906
CTE International N9020
D&C Electronics N7431
D.A.V.I.D. Systems N5431
Dalet Digital Media Systems SL 4305
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Dan
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Dataworid/WAIn
Davicom
Dawnco.
Day Sequerra-ATI
Delta RF Technology
Denon & Marantz Professional N1831
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Dialight N8035
Dielectric Communications C 1907
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Radio Hall map
Booth information provided by the NAB, current as of Feb. 20

25 -Seven Systems N7834 Attronk Research N5126 Asia Pacific Broadcasting C10620 Azden N4826
360 Systems SU 9120 AMCC Storage N1538 Associated Press/ENPS R222 B&H Photo Video Pro Audio SU 3006
3M SL14213 American Tower N6038 Associated Production Music . SL 8727 Backbone Networks SL 6709
5 Alarm Music SL 8024 Amphenol Fiber Systems C 7619 ATA Audio N5528 Baird Satellite C 6041
615 Music R121, SL 8324 Anchor Audio N6313 ATD2 C10141A Barix Technology N8034
AARP R320 Andrew C 4946 Atto Technology SL 14130, SL 4326 Baron Services C 7017
Aberdeen SL14113 Anixter C10545 Audemat-Aztec 146438 Belar Electronics Lab N7722
Accuweather C 6412 ANT Group C 2936 Audio Accessones C 651 Belden C 9441
Acoustical Solutions SU 5020 Anthro SL14110 Audio Precision N6917 Bext N5731
Active Power C 1732 Anystream SL 2012 Audioscience N7331 Beyerdynamic N9014
Adam Audio N4933 Aphex Systems N6606 Audio-Technice 144526 Bias SL14716
ADC N 721 Apposite Technologies N3935 Avid Technology SL 1410 Bid4Spots.com N9134
Adobe SL 3220, SL13100-MR APT N4218 Aviom C11902 Bird Technologies Group N5738
Advertising Edge C 3949 APW Mayville SU 7220 Avlex N4631 Bitmicro Networks SU 2524
AEQ N6326 Argosy Components SU 9206 Avocent SL13016 Bose C11629
AIC/Xtore SL12208 Armstrong Transmitter N7034 AVP Mig & Supply C 7225 Bridge Digital N 705
Akamai Technologies C1051 Arrakis Systems N5421 Axel Technology N3121, N5426 Broadcast Bionics N6728
Altermedia SL10226 Ascent Media SU 6811 Axis Audio 147726

Inovonics... the RDS/RIMS Leader
Our family of RadioData products puts your message up -front!

Model 702
"Mini Encoder"

Our low-cost "Mini Encoder'
supports simultaneous
Scrolling -PS and RadioText
messages for station IDs,
promos and advertising,
plus all the housekeeping
IDs and flags. Quickly
installed and easily pro-
grammed with Windows- /
USB interface.

$420

Model 712

Dynamic Encoder
The RS -232 serial port ties
directly to station automation
to scroll song artist/title info
and promos or advertising.
The PS and RadioText fields
are simultaneously available
for greatest messaging
capability. Static house-
keeping data is easily
programmed with the sup-
plied Windows software.

 C0f.PS.

$1250

r full technical details, visit
www.inovon.com

Model 713

TCP/IP Dynamic
Encoder

All the messaging functionality
of the Model 712, but with
direct LAN/Intemet connectivity.
3 -way addressability: TCP
/IP network, serial RS -232,
USB. Supplied with Windows
software for network setup
and static register
gramming.

CON I,5

$1690

pro -

1 .3t), i ,,r Ave. Santa Cruz. CA 95060
TEL (831) 458-0552  FAX: (8311 458-0554
www.inovon.com  e-mail: info@inovon.com

Model 510

Decoder/Reader
Monitor, decode and log
all the RDS data groups.
Read the data from the
front panel or use the
supplied Windows soft-
ware for futher analysis
and logging.

$1700

cio BOOTH N8226

Inovonics



Transmitter
PTEK

Booth
N6126

1 kW Transmitter:
This transmitter is a single

box lkW transmitter with drop -
down front panel for easy access to

two replaceable 700W modules The modular version
will still

888-889-2958; www.ptekpower.com
sales@Lptekpower.com

Hand-held
recorder

Nagra
Booth N2226

ARES-MII: hand-held
0 -der and player records
lb a 2GB built-in memory,
fecording PCM mono or
Stereo, orMP2/MP3. USB2
offers a fast download time.
T 'ecorder

15-726.5191; www.nagrooudio.com; moil@nagra.com

:nhanced Radio Assist range
.it.11 Audio

ooth N5721
adio Assist 7.5 Upgrades: Netia has integrated

:re network management system into Radio-As-
ist 7.5 to automate the exchange of content for content
istribution. The speech -to -text upgrade offers brood -
asters content analysis and retrieval. By turning audio
ontent into text the software helps identify and evaluate
roadcast patterns. The Multitrack XT is designed for
ultitrack digital audio recording and editing. Finally,

adio-Assist 7.5 is now available bundled with custom-
ed Axia IP-Audio networking ccmponents that allow
ny audio workstation PC running Windows to send
tudio-grade audio directly to an Axia audio network
rpm its network intr-:, cares

866-638-4222; www.netia.net; j.martin@netia.net

in -air console
;flooring

ooth N7111
Air2: The new radio console is designed for small
arket stations, such as college radio and worships

acilities, that are seeking high -end features such as:
hone channel with TB, two stereo buses and separate
ontrol room /studio mo,itoring

252-638-7000; www.wheatstone.com
sales@wheotstone.com

Portable broadcast mixer
JK Audio

Booth N9426
Remote Mix 4:
chance . and
headphone amplifier, this
unit is a communications
interface that features a
phone line hybrid and
keypad, a PBX handset
interface and a 2.5mm cell phone interface. Use it as a
phone line hybrid, coding into the studio talk show hybrid.
Use it as a front-end mixer for a POTS, ISDN or IP codec.
Features include four XLR mic jacks with phantom power,
male XLR clean mixer output and four 1/4" headphone
lacks with individual source selectors and level controls.
The mixer is powered by dual 9V batteries and/or 100-
240Vac external cc rower supply.

800-552-8346
www.jkaudio.com; info@ikaudio.com

.N.ES/EBU digital interface
engineering

Booth N7432
USB-AES Matchbox: This digital interface provides
AES/EBU digital audio input and output from any PC
or laptop computer via a USB port. The unit is used
instead of a PC sound card, and is compatible with
any digital recording, editing or automation software
that supports USB. The interface features XLR irput and
output connectors for AES/EBU digital audio, as well as
secondary analog outputs on the XLR connectors. The

system supports 16 -bit digital audio at sample rates up
to 48kHz. The unit is USB powered.

626-355-3656
www.henryeng.com; infc@henryeng.com

1P Inter«mt
P-"riv Trrhnr-'.

Booth 8034
Annuncicom 100: This
interco- an be deployed
over a standard 'P or Eth-
ernet network infrastructure.
It can connect directly to a
PC or function autonomously
with other Barix products. The de-
vice can connect to one of eight preset radio stations.
It can also connect to an unlimited amount of stations in
a point-to-multipoint configuration. Target stations can be
addressed over a standard Web browser, contact input
or a serial interface. Used with n the s'andalore paging,
emergency call and intercom system, the unit is equipped
with an Ethernet interface and communicates over existing
TCP/IP networks. All network-conneded devices can be
controlled from a central command station. Each device
comes with its own integrated Web server that allows it
to be c f,gureo over a standard Web browser.

866-815-0866; www.barix.com; bfo@berlx.com
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Interdigital bandpass filters
Shivafy Labs

Booth N7026
2604, 2612: These interdigital bandpass filters provide filering in

...Dotprint less than half the size of conventiona barc pass :liters. The
2604 is designed for use with transmitters up to 2.5kW anc the. 2612

for transmitters up to 10kW. Both are manufactured fo- Jse e, HD Radio
applications.

888-SHIVELY

www.shlvely.com; sdes@shively.com

"Who says

IP-Audio is

the future?"

"They do."

Some very well-known companies are embracing

IP-Audio using Livewire'".

The Livewire logo is proof your

new studio equipment can con-

nect compatibly to IP networks

for linear, high -resolution audio.

Livewire: professional networked audio over Ethernet.

2006 Axon Audio. Lovewore TM TLS Corp.; all other marks TM their respective owners.

014-,C+24-

ENCO
SYSTEMS, INC

INT I RN ATKIN Al.
11.1.1MENIMEI

Ritmo
www net ia net

r1 a

omittechnologies

divi Pristine Systems

ZENON VD

Terminated mic snake 4
HolopFone
Booth N6034
Side -winder 6e When used in combination
with o-iy o- he -licrophones in the Holophon
he terrincted mic snake encodes a 5.
surround -ecording into a stereo recordin
The c y connects to the H4 Super Mini
rulti-chanrel preamplifier, monitor and encod
with lef and r-gH oitputs. Attached to the equi
rent is a .-.., Moister Coble that terminates
six klaJtrik six -ph XLR connectors. The Matri
Encoded sirrour d output created by the modul
can be trarsnitted shared and processed vi
cry surour-J infrastructure.

416-362-7790; www.holophone.com
bfc-@holophone.com

11 Find the mic
winner

January issue
Congratulations to

Theresa
Swann

of Tusculum College
Greeneville, TN.

Her name was drawn
from the correct entries

for -he January issue. She
won a Heil PR -20 mic

from Transaudio Group.

The mic icon was in the B
in the Ravens logo in the

lower right corner.

BROADCISTING
-.trarisaudiogroup.com

Dorclase necessary.
For co-plet?. rules, go to beradio.com.

38 March 2007



SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD

lel BY PA' -.1 :um 11
rt

EVEr4TIDE BC6 )0 BROADCAST DELAY
- -A-

PANIC WAIT 10-1 WAIT RI IAD
WE AND EXIT

Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep profan ty off
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassec advertisers, and
the FCC off your back. We invented the obscenity dela,/ and
have a solution for stat 013 large and smal that prokidas up
to 80 seconcs of the highest q_ality revenue and icanse-
protecting ceay.

Our new HC compatib e BD600. 24 -bit delay. comes standard
with AES/EBU, and provides up :o 80 seconds of MEM Dry -
twice as much as other delays There aie fully actustable
Delay and )_Imp functiols, and a Sneeze function which
"edits" audio entering the delay. allowinc :le host to sneeze.
cough. or make a shor commen- without being heard on air.

The BD600 driers two different methods of delay Ipti dLp and

RAMP 10
ZERO

reduction: Eventide's catch-up and catch -down system,
and an exclusive fast -entry -and -exit feature wh ch allcows
starting a broadcast with the delay already bolt u D to a safe
amount and ending it with a rapid reduc:ion of delay.

For HD, the BD600 offers MicroPrecision DelzyTM mode
which allows up to 10 seconds of delay to be adjusted in
real t me in 100 nanosecond increments. This 1E useful for
synchronizing analog and digital signals wh le on -air, without
audible artifacts, to maintain a seamless usar experierce.

Whatever your size, whatever your format, you can't expect
to protect the integrity of your air and the founda-ion of your
business without an Eventide Broadcast D?lay it your rack.

Eventide® HD COMPATIBLE

Eventide is a registered rademark and KharoPrecision Delay is a trademark of Eventide Inc C.2005 Eventide Inc
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Automation system
D.A.V.I.D.
Booth N5431
Digasystem: r,e scheduling and

play -out tools of this system can send text
and graphics to the station's website to show

what is presently playing on the air and the 10
songs that preceded it. The News Portal allows text,

audio and graphics to be as-
sembled into a story for view
on the Internet. Listeners can

browse through station audio
to replay and download
news stories, memorable pro-
gram moments and full-length

interviews. One -click and
automatic podcasting is now possible. Remote Reporter
allows users to access the database through a standard
Web browser from anywhere. The EAS Listener manages
alerts and sends notifications as pre -configured to do. The
system - -.indreds of Metadata fields.

888-374-3040; www.davidsystems.us
info@davidsystems.us

NMI
Broadcasters have saved both for over 35 years using ESE
precision master clocks and timing -related products. ESE
products accurately synchronize broadcast operations using
a choice of GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for
affordable, reliable, perfect time.

Portable receiver
:ser Electronics

Booth N7117
EK 3241: This receiver is specifically
designed for location sound recording.
It improves on its predecessor, the EK
3041, by using a 36MHz switching
bandwidth that is tunable in 5kHz
increments to generate 7,200 frequency
options. Weighing just over seven
ounces, the receiver delivers between
nine nou.rs and 18 hours of continuous
operation. Battery status is displayed
in detail. The unit ships with 32 custom
frequencies preprogrammed, and users car store another
20 frequencies in c user rre,ccsr,., hank.

860-434-9190

www.sennheise-usa.com; lit@sennheiserusa.com

FM exciter
dcast

Booth N8308
IBOC FM exciter: Superior Broadcast will debut a
new IBOC FMexclier at the vention.

800.279-3326: www.superlorbroadcast.com
ijoynt@superiorbroadcast.com

Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a
complete array of timing systems that are designed for
easy installation, set-up and operation.

142 Sierra Street

El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127
www.ese-web.com

1.4.0 i.,iacch 2007



cfr

Thimaills*Ck

NE MONTH

FREE*
Offer expires 12.31.07

 Restrictions apply.
Contact us for details.

Finally, all of your streaming and interactive media needs
serviced by one provider.

Liquid Compass provides streaming and interactive media solutions developed specifically
for the radio industry to include live and on -demand internet radio. custom media player
development, web design, internet/streaming ad sales and managed ad trafficking and web -
site maintenance services.

Liquid Compass is known globally for:
Custom, cross -browser compatible Media Players.
24 / 7 / 365 network monitoring and Technical Support.
A reliable Content Delivery Network to support high capacity / high volume traffic
Guaranteed up -time backed by a Service Level Agreement
Detailed Web Reporting
The most powerful Ad Replacement Software"
Custom Websites built specifically for the Radio Industry
The most Competitive Rates...Globally!

Take advantage of a superior streaming media network that is reliable, fast, secure and
redundant with multiple distribution points across the United States and around the globe.

"(5.0.5.- Stream Overlay Software, developed by Spacial Audio, is exclusively licensed to Liquid Compass for terrestrial radio stations in North America.)

3-Arrer-r
WWW.LIQUIDCOMPASS.NET Powering Radio'"
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Exciter/transmitter
SBS' lvstone

Booth N5128
XE 150, XE300: XE150/XE300

is a broadcast FM exciter that is also suited
for use as a low -power standalone tranimitter. It

can be equipped with several input options from the

1111 ffif standard composite
IND - and three SCA/CS,

OOOO
0
0

to sterec irlpur with
AES/EBU for stereo

digital input, as well as a rebroadcast RBRX version.
+44 1789 768878; www.eddystone-broadcas-.(cm

sales@eddystone-broadcast.com

''I'll''

Surround sound
mixing system
Beyerdynamic

Booth N9014
Headzone: Using current DSP
technology, this system provides
headphone -based 5.1 surround
sound reproduc-ion. It also of-
fers an ultrasonic-headtracking
system that locates the orientation
of the listeners nead with respect
to the source material and adjusts the
audio accordingly. The system also offers
advanced room simulation program that allows
users to create a space to Tic surround audio.

S00-293-4463; www.beyerdynamic-Ina.co.
ifc@beyerdynamic-usa.com

Network management software
Axia Audio

Booth N7726
(probe: This utility is a network maintenance and diagnostics suite that makes managing, updating and remote -
controlling an Axia system easier. The auto-docLerentation feature queries and documents configuration settings for
every networked Axia device. The organizer toiD lets users perform tasks such cs gathering nodes into logical groups.
The software works with any Axia IP-Audio network and runs on any P2-400MHz ;or greater) PC, with 10/100 or
100/1000 Ethernet NIC running Windows 200C). XP cr Vista.

216-'1.41-7225; www.axiaaudio.com; inquiry@axicaudio.com

Coverage, Reliability, and
HD RadioTM Experience

When Vermont Public Radio installed HD RadioTm
at some of the worst weather sites in North America,

they chcse

Shively Labs°
...again!

WVPR/Mt Ascutney; WNCH/Burke Mtn;
WVPS/Mt Mansfield - Bringing the first

HD RadioTm signals to the Green Mountain State!

Mt. Mansfield, Vermont

October 2006

April 16 - 19
Las Vegas

See us at Booth N7026

2 March 2007



WE BUILD COMPLETE FULLY
OPERATIONAL RADIO STUDIOS

(INCLUDING THE FURNITURE) FOR...
BROADCAST RADIO  INTERNET RADIO SATELLITE RADIO

EDUCATION  BUSINESS  HOME

CHECK OUT SOME OF OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS!
 Our ECS Studio was selected by the Nevada Broadcasters Association

for tieir Headquarters Radio Studio.
Nevada is the FIRST State to have a Radio Studio WITHIN
its Broadcasters Association'

 An ECS Studio is installed at the Whitman -Hanson Regional High School
near Boston, MA_

1° gAIV-63X,D;ili
Call to schedule a persoralized meeting with
the Efron Crew at NAB Booth # \19911 and
learn more about the ECS Studio

Pre-NAB2007 Sale: Place an order for an
ECS Studio prior 10 the start of NAB2007
and receive a 15% discount on the price.

Please come visit
us at Booth #N9911

t\

COMPUTERIZED STUDIOS, LLC

EFRON OFFERS SAME -DAY
STUDIO SETUP!

Order delivered by 8am, you could
be on the air by noon!

Save time and money with our
PATENTED TECHNOLOGY.

IDEAL FOR SCHOOLS AND
UN'VERSITIES!

I

8275 South Eastern Avenue, Suite 200
Las Vegas, Nevada  702-938-0475

info@efronstudios.com
www.efronstudios.com



The best
use the best.

countries
Welcome to the World's largest

broadcast software company

MINE MINOMM
MIN\ -111111111N_

Sound Software
Visit us at www.rcsworks.com or www.prophetsys.com

Email us at best@rcsworks.com

Visit Us at NAB Booth #N6511
. kLS Inc Al k.gms Reser.e,

RCS, RCS Sound Software. the featured product names and their logos
aro trademarks. or trademarks. of RCS. Inc

6.g

MPEG
gateway
Telos
Syster

Booth N7726
Zephyr !port: Transport

multiple cnanneis of stereo audio
across any network with Ti and T3 con-

nections and MPLS networks with this system. The device incorporates
eight stereo MPEG-MC codecs in one box, converting linear PCM IP
audio into compressed IP audio and back again. With a unit at each
end of a T1 connection, stations can share audio between cities easily.
The equipment uses the Livewire standard for networked audio over
Ethernet, so users can connect it directly to an Axia IP audio network.
A CAT -6 cable is all that's needed for eight channels of stereo I/O
plus remote control. It works without the Axia network by pairing it with
on Axia AES/EBU or Analog Audio Node for use as a standalone,
high -density audio processc

216-241-7225
www.telos-systems.com; telos-info@telos-systems.com

Console

Booth N6521
**IP 44444411-. St SI SS II %I    ql

1111$11111111111111111111111111111

;°444.4-44.44 44 it .iM4 4)."17_ s.
-II I. Id -41,11. 66 la it 6 th
army am Nan owe wila awn Ewa 111111111111111 MEL 0.

Artisan: This flexible, modular control surface for the Logitek Digital
,Nudio Engine, a modular X -Y router, offers a low -profile design. Mul-
'iple frame sizes are available to accomodate two to 30 faders along
with two master mixes, eight sub mixes, four aux mixes, 24 mix -minus
outputs and three monitor outputs. Surround processing is available on
one master mix, one sub mix and one monitor out. Available modules
include fader, monitor, master and effects. Two sizes of meter bridges
are also available, clang with the Vscreen software application,
which allows the user to build full -screen meter banks as well as router
controls. All parts in the surface are isolated from the ac mains power.
The power supply includes 25 GPI in and 25 GPI out connections for
external device interfacing

800-231-5870; www.logitekaudio.com; info@logitekaudio.com

Who will
The Radio magazine Pick Hits
are the top 15 new products of
the convention as selected by
the Radio magazine Pick Hits
panel. Dating back to 1985
the Pick Hits are the angina
technology recnan;!,;),

Look for the winners on Wednesday
afternoon at the convention.

=off
Nel%,
PIC AHIT
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Logitek knows audio routing.

With over 1,000 Audio Engine

routers in use around the

world, we're hardly a
newcomer to tie routing
market. Our routers are
flexible, versat le and
linkable-configurations can
run from as snail as 12 x 12
to 2016 x 2013. We also offer
many non-traditional router
functions incIL ding mixing, EQ,

compression, orogram audio
delay, profanity delay, high and

low audio alarms and more.

Find out for yourself what
hundreds of Lsers have
discovered-Logitek routers
give you the audio capabilities
you need at E great price.

Visit us at

www.logitekaudio.com/engine
for more information.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

5622 Edgemoci
Houston, TX 77081

1.800.231.5870
713 664 4470

www.logitekEudio.com
info@logitekaudio.com

© 2006 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc

Logitek
Console Reuter Systems



A Radio magazine exclusive
Booth numbers

made easy

FASTtrack Index
Category Page
Associations, S. 46
Audio Accessories, Headphones & Si rakers 46
Audio Mixers -On Air 47
Audio Mixers -Portable 47
Audio Mixers -Studio, Recording 47
Audio Processing & Encoding 47
Audio Recording, Storage & Playback 50
Audio Routing & Distripution 50
Automation Systems & Content Management 51

Dealers & Distributors 51

Digital Audio Workstations 51

Facility Remote Control & Event Controllers 51
Intercom, IFB Products 51

Internet, Computers, Peripherals & Data 52
Microphones, Accessories 52
Microwave, Fiber Optic & Telco Equipment 52
Power Products, Batteries, Generators, UPS 53
Recording & Labeling Media & Accessories 53
RF Feedline, Components, Towers & Services 53
Satellite Equipment & Services 53
SCA & RBDS, Tuners and Monitors 53
Software for Business, Traffic, etc 54
Sound/music/image libraries 54
Studio & Facility Support Products & Accessories 54
System Integrators, Installers, Consultants & Services 55
Test & Measurement Equipment 55
Transmitters, Antennas 55
Wire, Cable & Connectors 55

Ncvigating the exhibits is easier if you understand
the numbering plan. All the booth are arranged in
a column and grid format. The first digits indicate

the column, the last two digits indicate the row. As you
stand at the North Hall entrance facing north (with the
Central Hall behind you), the columns begin on the right.

The rows begin in front of you. Booth N402 is to the front
right, while booth N9437 is in the back on the left.

The Central and South Halls begin their numbering as you face
east with Parcdise Road behind you. In the Central Hall, the
columns begir on the right, and the rows begin in front of you,
except the row numbers begin on the left. Booth CI58 is in
front on the right. Booth Cl 2200 is in the back on the left.

The South Halls begin the column numbers on the left and
the rows in front. Booth SL106 is in the front on the left, and
booth SL14020 is in the back on the right. The South Upper
plan is the same.

You can walk between the South Hall tower and the Central
Hall through the outdoor exhibits. Use the doors near the middle
of the Central and South Lower Halls to access the path and
avoid walking all the way around.

All that said, the FASTtrack oragnizes exhibitors in to catego-
ries, and then arranges them in booth order so you can make
a fast track to see them all.

Associations,
Societies & Agencies

iurJ,,,li-sadiu rielay League
(ARRI4 L 1

Radio Advertising Bureau L 2
Society of Brox-It-as* Erigir L28
SMPTE L29

Audio Accessories,
Headphones &

Speakers
Richards( _ 1714
Titus Technological I arts C 2515
Panasonic C 3613
Trilithic C 5007
Dorrough Bectronics C 5213
Telex Communicators C 5329
Techflex C 7014
Wireworks C 7617
Whirlwind C 8128
Riedel Communications C 9428
ATD2 C101414,
Far C101418
Perdue Acoustics C11104
Coding Technologies N 610

Denon Electronics N1831
DK Technologies N1835
TC Electronic N1931
SBS/Eddystone Broadcast N2158
DPA Microphones N2227
Muitidyne N3119
RTW N3216
RDL (Radio Design L ails) N3413
Wohler N3426
Euphonix N4021
APT N4218
Pnme Image N4517
Audio-Technica N4526
Avlex N4631
Azden N4826
Independent Audio/Sonifex N4926
Sonifex N4928
Adam Professional Audio N4933
Prime LED N5417
MUSIC41171 USA N5418
Arrakis
KLZ Innovations
V -Soft Communications.. N6026
Energy-Ork 1\16213

Enco Systems N6217
AEQ N6326
Audemat-Aztec N6438
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Aphex Systems
TFT

Prophet Systems
Innovations

Logitek

1st

Broadcast Toole ..... ....-....N6908
Eventide ....N6909

Wheatstone N7111
Sennheiser Electronic N7117
Audio Science N7331

Studer
AXIS Audio N7726

25 -Seven N7834

Inovonics ......-148226

-N8508 N7030 Tascam SL 4016
N6508 Wheatstone.. N7111 Yamaha SL 5710

N7715 Mackie SL 9208- N6511 Axia Audio Tascam SL13910-N7728
SL 5710 Sony SU 906

N, Ward -Beck Systems SU 9211 Ward -Beck Systems SU 9211
r., Atari SU11:30C,

Broadcast Software Inn N8621
Fostex N8934
Global Security Systems N9008
OAT TOohnologiss..--149011
Beyerdynamic N9014
Sound Devices N9314
Heil Sound N9420
Electro-Voice N9611
Eckel Noise Control Tech. N9906
Overly Door N9914
Get en SL 2305
Microsoft SL 3213
Tascam SL 4016
Yamaha a 5710
Kramer Electronics SL 6105A
Roland SL 8208
Mackie SL 9208
Whisper Room SL10220
Genelec SL11215
Tascam SL13910
Sony SU 906
Acoustical Solutions SU 5020
Fraunhofer Institut SU 6830
Ward -Beck Systems SU 9211

Audio Mixers -
On Air

Harris N2502
Harris N3100

....
Audio -Tear ca N4526

N5421
Klotz Digital 815728

ati3d

N6326
Logitek -NOW

Denon E xiscs N1831
N3413

A\Aex N4631
ATA Audio /45528
Klotz Digital N5728

N6313
Broadcast Tools N0008

N6921
Henry Engineering N7432
Studer N7715
Calrec Audio N8529
Zaxcom N9017
Sound Devices N9314
Professional Sound N9322
JK Audio N9426
Tascam SL 4016
Yamaha SL 5710
Roland SL 8208
Mackie SL 9208
Tascam SL13910

Audio Mixers -
Portable

RDL (Radio Design Labs)

Shure

Mlle Mixers -
Studio, leconlIng

Panasonic C 3613
Telex Communications C 5329
Whirlwind C 8128
TC Electronic N1931
Harris N2502
Harris N3100
Euphonix N4021
Audo Technica N4526
Arrakis N5421
Dan Dugan Sound Design N5517
Klotz N5728
AEO N6326
Logitek N8521

N6921
Wheatstone N7111
Sennheiser Electronic N7117

N7715
Axle Audio N7728
Calrec Audio N8529
Fostex N8934

N9731Dgico Soundtracs

Audio Processing &
Encoding

Leader 5022
Dorrough Lw trunioo C 5213

Linear Acoustic 01048
Digidesign 011606
SRS I ahs N 402
ADC/NVsion N 721
TC Electronic N1931
SBS/Eddystone Broadcast N2158
Harris ----142502
Harris. N3100

Uhler N3426
Junger Audio Studiotechnik N3815
APT N4218
Independent Audio/Sonifex N4926
D AV.I D . N5431

OUTDOOR DUMMY LOADS

6600 Series
Convection -Cooled Resistor Loads

Available in 6kW, 12kW & 20kW Power Ratings,
Ideal for HD Applications ,

No AC Power Required

IRONIC RESEARCH INC.
. Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687

'870-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000
E-mail: altronic@mtnhome.com

Web Site http://www.altronic.com

GENERATING EXCITEMENT1
MR -PRO and MR2 Audio Signal Generators

Two new Miniral:ors from NTI
set the standard for
portable audio generators.

Both feature a new
ergonomic instrument package &intuitive operation, balanced and
unbalanced audio outputs, and afull set of audio signals including
sweeps and noise.

MR -PRO Adds:
Load impedance & phantom
voltage measurements) User wave files

*- Even higher performance
11' Cable test & other features

71
Nil Americas Inc
PO.Box 231027,
Tigard, Oregon, USA

Less Phone: 503-684-7050
nose  More sound WWW.nti-audio.com

NSCA Booth # 1621
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As a broadcaster, you make a serious imesmient to get your program-
ming on air. But often the real value of the doh ices and components in
sour station are measured by more than prier and, features alone.

Sometimes the true benefits arc tbund in the quality, integrin and '
experience of the people who bring them to you.

It's not just what's in the box,
but who delivers the package.

SAS has ball sening, supporting and supplying innovation to this
industry for 20 years. And in that time bur evoIN ing technologies have
consistently led the industry. Why? Simple. We listen to our customers.
Solve problems. Invent new ideas.

From digital routers to wnsole control
surfaces, from intercommunications to
systents integration. SAS provides com-
prehensive and competitive broadcast
engineering solutions that are intelligent.
reliable and expandable for broadcasters
large and small.

I low can we help you?

Call us. We II deliver the goods.

SAS

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

20 scars of listening. 20 years of innovation.

Ask us about our turn -key studio
engineering solut ons, including

furniture and installation.

Look who's talking now.
\ BC Air America Bonne% illc Ck:ar Channel CBS Disney ESPN Mootb
NPR Pamal Radio One Spanish Boradeasting System Vtreuxwmd
And more than moo major market and smaller radio stations and broadeastcrs acrtris
the country and abroad depend on the expertise or SAS. Shouldn't )ou?



Dan Dugan Sound Design
Energy-Onix

vstems
Aphex Systems
RCS
Eventide

Broadcast Electronics
Wheatstone

N6213
NP?"

N6506
N6511
N6909

N7106
N7111

Broadcast Warehouse N7330
Omnia Audio N7726
lnovonics N8220
Broadcast Software Intl N8621
Gefen SL 2305
Microsoft SL 3213
Tascam SL 4016
Yamaha SL 5710
Roland SL 8208
Tascam SL13910
Bias SL14716
Fraunhofer Institut SU 6830
Ward -Beck Systems SU 9211
Otari SU11309

Audio Recording,
Storage a Playback

Mayah Communications ...0 88288
.. N1831
NNagra 2226
N2502Harris

Hams N3100
NEupnon,x 4021

APT N4218
Independent Audio/Sonrfex N4926

N4928GoogSonrfeiex

NN66212131

Energy-Onix

NO MORE
RI SECRETS
nautel @ NAB

apoth
1222

THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

-

CBT Systems Classic On -AIR
Light has become the hottest light in
the industry. Its timeless design reminds
us of the good old days. The aluminum
housing is built using traditional sand casting
methods, machined, and then polished to a
chrome -like finish. The plexiglass window
which comes standard in either blue or red can
be ordered with optional legends like Recording.
The unit can be mounted horizontally or vertically.

CBT Systems' Classic and NEW Dual Lens
011-111R Lights can both be ordered at

www.cbtsystems.tv
858-536-2927

VVinradio Software/Wrmecia N6215
Enco Systems N6217
AEC N6322167

N6438
Prophet Systems

Innovations N6511
RCS N6511

Eventide N6909
Broadcast Electronics N7106

uct,),..aSt v'Varefluusu

Broadcast Warehouse N7330
Pristine Systems N7334
Henry Engineering N7432
Studer N7715
Axle Audio N7726
Tabs Systems N7726
Inns N7735
Broadcast Software Intl N8621
Fostex N8934
MAT Tedmologies-.- N8011
Zaxcom N9017
Sound Devices N9314
Sony Pictures Digital

Networks SL 2823
Tascam SL 4016
Yamaha SL 5710
ILY Enterprise SL 7706
Disc Makers SL 7709
Roland SL 8208
Mackie SL 9208
Microboards Technology SL 9511
CRT Custom Products SL 9522
R -Quest Technologies SL10224
Primers Technology SL12405
Korg SL13014
Tascam SL13910
Sony SU 906
Runge SU 7911
360 Systems SU 9120
Ota' SU11309

Audio Routing a
Distribution

Audio Ac C 651
Titus Technological Labs C 2515
Clark Wire and Cable C 7025
AVP Man. & Supply C 7225
Switchcraft C 7507
NPR Satellite Services C 7541
WhuMnnd C 8128
Aviom 011902
SRS Labs N 402
DK Technologies N1835

Harris N2502
Harris ..N3100

N3119
RDL ,Radio Design I ans) N3413
Wohler N3426
Euphonix N4021
APT N4218
Sierra Automated Systems N4413
Independent Audio/Sorlifex N4926
Sonrfex N4928
Arrakis N5421
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Klotz Digital N5728

Aphex Systems.- N6506
D1,1

Logitek N6521
File

Broadcast Tools N6908

Jr rare ` J(3021

Lawo N7030
Broadcast Electronics N7106
Wheatstone N7111
Henry Engineering N /432
Sti ider N7715
Axia Audio N7726

Neutrik N8526
A r,

Tieline America ..-N9311

Avid SL 1410
Hosa Technology SL 4105
Dalet Digital Media SL 4305
Yamaha SL 5710
Kramer Electronics SL 6105A
Mohawk SU 5907
Wegener Comms SU 7915
Ward -Beck Systems SU 9211
Otan SU11309
Statmon Technologies SU14205

Automation
Systems a Content

Management
Harris N2502

Harris N3100
Arrakis N5421
D.A.V.I.D. N5431
KLZ Innovations N5435

. ^ N5721
Burl, Software N6028

N6121
Winradio SoftwareNVinmediaN6215
Enco Systems N6217
AFC N6326
RCS N6511
Prophet Systems

Innovations 145511
N6808

Broadcast Pactronics--N7105
ctine Systems
adcast Software Inn ' 1

OMT Technologies A.9011
5

ibM 6U 1820
Hardata SU 9630

Dealers a
Distributors

:Microwa., C 1539
Richardson EectrorilL,S C 1714
Calrad Electronics C 7932
Broadcasters General Store C 8109
Joseph Electronics C 8723
Harris N2502
Harris N3100
Axel Technology N3121
Axel Technology N5426
Broadcasters General Store . N8322
Redding Audio N9617

Put Comrex
On The Line

Codecs

Talk Shows

Hybrids

See our ad on page 9. or
come to booth N5726 and
see for yourself.

Innovators in Broadcast
Telephony Products

United Ad Label SL 2005
Master Recording Supply SL 4107
Promedia SL13013

Metal
Audio

Workstation
Docsoft 010638
Digidesign C11606
Harris N2502

143100
Minnetonka Audio Software . N.3215
Netia Digital Audio N5721
Enco Systems N6217
Digigram N6518
Pristine Systems N7334
Studer N7715
Broadcast Software Intl N8621
Fostex 148934

Digico Soundtracs 149731

Avid SL 1410
Nexidia SL ' 413T
Sony Digital Networks SL 2823
Adobe Systems SL 3220
Tascam SL 4016
Dalet Digital Media SL 4305
Yamaha SL 5710
Roland SL 8208
Mackie SL 9208
Korg SL13014
Adobe Systems SL13100-MR
Tascam SI;13910
Bias SL14716
Sony SU 906

360 Systems SU 9120
Otan SU11309

Facility Remote
Control a Event

Controllers
1907

Titus ii,st Jr ;ulugiC,c1.1 biLb C 2515
ANT Group C 2936
Switcrcraft C 7507
Dole `;ystems C 8714

i N2158
Harris 142502
Harris 143100
Da., .,.;; corniab... N5413
D.AVI.D. N5431
Audemat-Aztec N6438
TFT N6508

N6906
Broadcast Tools -N6908
L' N7711
Burk Technology 118511
Statmur -1 Technologies SU14205

Intercom, IFB
Products

Riedel Communications C 9428
Sierra N4413
Cornrax A15728

. ),13

Broadcast Tools N6906
Beyerdynamb N9014
JK Audio .

For Performance Spaces
or Production Places

caustics First.
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise

VIP

14 '1rFr- 4111%..

From practice spaces to professional recording studios, we can help
you get the materials you need to fit your application and budget. Our
products include acoustical foams, fiberglass panels, diffusers, bass
and corner traps, vibration control, acoustical wall fabrics, ceiling tiles,
modular enclosures and various other acoustical materials.

map 1.888485-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com
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Internet, Computers,
Peripherals a Data

421,
Telex Communications C 9329
NeAeo/Traffiz.com C 8120
Atdio Video Technologies . C 8828E
Bridge Digital N 705
Commandsott N 706
AMCC Storage N1535
Devon Electronics N1831
EZ Quest N183.R
Tektronix N2519
3 sterc!ock N3213
AFT N4218
Musicam USA -.-145418
DA.V1 D. N5431

7 .1!

6 N6121
Enco Systems N6217

. , .,at -Aztec N6438
RCS... N6511

N6518
Broadcast Toots N0908
Broadcast Electronics N7106
Wheatstone............_N7111

ti e wurl Ni321
Audio Science --N7331
inns N7735

N8834
OMT Techr ologiec N9011

SL 128
Avid SL 1410
ATTO SL 14130
Enhance Technology ....... SL 2007
Anystreem SL2012
Gefen SL 2305
Tascarn SL 4016
Dalet Dgral Media SL 4305
Solutions Radio SL 4314
ATTO SL 4326
Studio Network Solutons SL 4830
Yamaha ... SL 5710
Backbcne Networks SL 6709
Motu SL 8327
Mackie SL 92C8
P. I. Engineering ........ SL122C7
Primers Tectnology SL124C5
Avocent SL13016
Tacr-am St2', 3910

N'

Audio Video Technologies SU 2524
IBM SU 7820
Argosy Components SU 9206
Cnstor SU11005
Drivesavers SU13610
Quantum SU13809

Microphones,
Accessories

TC Electronic N1931
SBS/Eddystone Broadcast N2158
DPA Microphones N2227
RDL (Radio Design Labs) N3413
Junger Audio Studiotechnik N3815
Audio-Technica N4526
Avlex N4631
Azden N4826
Independent Audio/Sonifex N4926
Sonifex N4928
Holophone N6034

Schoeps/Posthom Rec. N9617
Roland SL 8208
Soundelux SL 8420
Mackie SL 9208
Sony SU 906
Marshall Electronics SU 1926
N. A. Produrrs

Microwave, Fiber
Optic a Telco
Equipment

Dr.ers.:eu
Superior Broadcast C 1312
Microwave Service Corp C 1539
Kathrein, Scala Division C 2213
OMB America C 3324
Andrew C 4946
Mayan Communications ...0 88288
Audio Video Technologies .0
Digidesgn Cl
Microwave Radio Comms ....C29u

Aphtut Systems -N0506 ADC/Nvision N 721
Shure N6921 F,'"

N71 17 Harris N2502
Sennheiser Electronic N7117 Tektronix .519
Omnia Audio N7726 Ooticomm 2931
Lectrosonics N8116 Harris N3100
Sanken Microphones N8826 Multidyne NJ 1 19
Beyerdyriarnic N9014 APT N4218
Zaxcom N9017 Independent Audio/Sonifex .. N4926
Countryman Associates N9022 Sonifex N4928
Sound Devices N9314 Musicam USA N5418
Heil Sound N9420
Electro-Voice N9611 ATA Audio N5528

N9617 Comrex N5726

AM HD TRIPLEXED DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA SYSTEM
BOSTON, MA

KINTRONIC LABS DELIVERS UNPARALLELED QUALITY!

WKOX 50kW/10kW DA -2. 121MU.Hz - CLEAR CHANNEL COMMUNICATIONS
WRCA 25kW/I7kW DA -2. 1330kHz - BEASLEY BROADCASTING

WUNR 20kW DA -1, 1600kHz - CHAMPION BROADCASTING

TOWER TRIPLEXED, MATCHING AND TRAP -FILTER UNITS

MODULAR CABINET DESIGN FOR EASE
OF INSTALLATION

Kintronic

USER-FRIENDLY FEATURES TO SIMPLIFY
SERVICEABILITY & MAINTENANCE

Labs, Inc
Telephone : (423) 878-3141 Fax: (423) 878-4224 Email: ktlakIntronic.com Web Site: www.kintronic.com
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Bext N5731
Energy-Onix N6213
Enco Systems N6217
AEC) N6326
TFT N6508

Aberplex N6534
Broadcast Bionics N6728
Broadcast Tools N6908
Armstrong Transmitter N7034
Broadcast Electronics N7106

."'

Telos Systems N7726
-4:

lnovonics N8226
Tieline America N9311
.."Auo.o N9426
Microwave Radio Comms 0E300
Audio Video Technologies . SU 2524
Telecast Fiber Systems ..SU10213
Otani SU11309

Power Products,
Batteries,

Generators, UPS
Hit

Emerson, h*lArT ; 120
Active Power C 1732
Dorrough Electronics C 5213
Telex Communications C 5329
Techni-Tool C 6422
MGE UPS Systems C 6822
Onan C 7510
Mole -Richardson C 8407

Belden C 9441
ERI-Electronics Research

N1119
d:

Staco Energy Products N3813
Kay Inclusbtss----116517
Henry Engineering N7432
Superior Electric N8308
Neutrik N8526
Mobile Power 0E318
APW Mayville SL 7220
Middle Atlantic Products a. 7826
Statmon Technologies SU14205

Recording a Labeling
Media & Accessories

J V 4211
Wireworks C 7617
Maxell C 7736
DYmo C 8236
MAM-A (formerty Mitsui) C11700
Denon Electronics N1831
United Ad Label SL 2005
Disc Makers SL 7709
Brother SU11423

RI Feedline,
Components, Towers

a Services
Tower Innovations C. 1119
OT Lighting C 1121

Altronic Research
Phiilystran.
Bird Electron.,
American Tower

SWR C 1126
Stainless C 1133
Coast to Coast Tower

Services C 1614
KPFF Cons. Eng./Twr Eng. C 1616
Dielectric C 1907
Propagation Systems Inc C 1920
Myat C 2220
CFI Eimac C 2511
Richland Towers C 2534
Radian C 2924
Tower Consultants C 3139
Precision Communications C 3317
H.C. Jeffries Tower C 3327
Butte Industries C 4907
Andrew C 4946
Micro Communications )MCf 02520
ERI-Electronlcs

Research N1119
Kintronic Lsbs N5113

21

N5122
N5126
N5131
N5738
N6038

Micro Communications (MCON6129
Coaxial Dynamics N6315
Skytec N6434
Phasetek N6618
TWR Lighting N6726
Das-. . N6809
Shively Labs N7026

N7326
Flash Technology N7421
CPI Eimac N7426

Delight N8035
Unimar N8036
Comet NO''h America N8406
LBA Technology N9234

Satellite Equipment a
Services

t., 4643
C 4746
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m a MICROPHONE ARM AND MORE

Outstanding design - Yellowtec's new product
line for positioning microphones and monitors.

m!ka integrates simple and elegant appearance with
heavy duty performance. Combining mic and monitor

mounts into one modular system, m!ka helps you restore
order to your desktop area.

Visit our website for US distribution.
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40789 Monheim, Germany
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Omni or Cardioid,
You've Got It Covered.

Forget tapes, discs, cards and cables.
Just pick up a FlashMic and go.
Combining a broadcast -quality Flash recorder with a Sennheiser mic
capsule, HHB's new FlashMic is perfect for interviewing, journalism
and any type of voice recording.

One button press is all it takes to start recording in either linear
or MPEG 2 formats. 1GB of built-in memory stores a massive 18
hours/999 tracks of recordings and it's easy and quick to transfer files
for editing or onward
transmission via FlashMic's built-in USB interface.

Power comes from standard AA
batteries, and the included FlashMic
Manager software makes it easy to
configure single or multiple FlashMics,
select record mode, control the gain
setting, high pass filter, and enable
your preferred configuration of your
FlashMic. Available with cardioid or
omni capsules, FlashMic is all you
need for broadcast -quality recording.

So just pick up a FlashMic and go.

r 0.0111m
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FlashMic
THE VJORLD'S FIRST DIGITAL RECORDING MICROPHONE

www.flashmic.info

Distributed in the SSA and Labn Amer Ica by Sennheiser Electronic Corp
1 Entkrprise Driide Old Lyme, CT 06371 USA  Tel: 860-434-9190  Fax 860-434-1759  www hhbusa,corn
labn Arne-¢a -elephnne 52-55-5639 0956  Fax 52-55-5639-9482  Distributed in Canada by 1-1HB Canada Tel 416-867-9000 Fax 416-85a '.^3'
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Accessories
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m ka MONITOR SUPPORT AND MORE

YELLOWTEC
Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 1-3
40789 Monheim, Germany
Phone +49-2173-967 315
e-mail: info@yellowtec.com

Outstanding design - Yellowtec's
new product line for mounting and
positioning microphones and monitors.
Visit our website for US distribution.
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On Wednesday afternoon, the session
titled Engineering Management for the 21
Century turns to the administrative side of
broadcast engineering. Many engineers resist
the management aspect of their jobs, but this
session offers some practical insight into the
modern technical workspace.

The last radio technical session is called
Radio Technology Advancements, and it

seems fitting that the Broadcast Engineering
Conference should conclude with a look at
the future of radio broadcasting.

Ennes Workshop
The Society of Broadcast Engineers will again

present an Ennes Educational Workshop.
Held all day on Saturday, this year's theme is
Everything Audio. The session starts with an
audio primer and moves on to audio wiring
and IP audio systems. PBS is partnering with the

SBE to present the session, and the afternoon
portion shifts to a TV -oriented focus.

Regulatory issues
The Broadcast Regulatory and Legislative

Conference has a full agenda of sessions,
but there are several sessions that we think

could be interesting to the media engineer or
technology manager. These sessions include
From Anxiety to Opportunity: Managing and
Leading During Times of Change; Legally
Speaking: All Things Radic; Stay Out of
Trouble with the FCC: What Recent Enforce-
ment Actions Mean to You; The FCC Break-
fast; and Tower Siting in a Newly Regulated
World. They all touch on various aspects of
station operations. The FCC Breakfast itself
is usually a good forum to hear directly from
the FCC commissioners on the current activi-
ties of the FCC.

In addition, the session titled Legal Advice
for Small Market and Independent Stations
will provide some valuable advice for all sta-
tions. One of the featured panelists is Radio
magazine legal contributor Harry Martin.

Plan ahead
Once on site, be sure to check the session

guides for updates on times and locations
for all the sessions. To help you plan your
time now, the session timetable grid below
highlights many of the sessions that will be of
the most interest to you. Use his as a startiri
point when planning your schedule.
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TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

A remote remodel
There are a couple of good reasons why radio
stations execute remote broadcasts. First, it's a
great way to interact with the local audience;

and second, it can often be a nice revenue source
for the station.

As the station engineer, you may be charged with de-
termining the best way to execute remotes for the station.

For our purposes, let's assume thatyou're putting together
a brand new system without any legacy equipment.
We'll focus primarily on 2 1" century techniques.

Wired vs. unwired
When setting up a system for remotes decide if

with the wired route or the unwired route fits the ap-
plication. This distinction is clouded somewhat with
the wide availability of the public Internet, so there is
quite a bit of crossover with some of the equipment
that is available.

Generally speaking, the wired route is based on
older technology. You could totally rely on the local
telephone company to provide wire connections back
to the station. In the old days you could order an 8kHz
or 15kHz audio circuit. While they often worked well
(and they often didn't) they always required a test visit
before the day of the remote. The tariffs are usually
quite high for this type of circuit, so unless you planned
on originating multiple remotes from the same location,
this type of wired circuit was not economical.

In the early 1990s, ISDN codecs became available
and supplanted the dedicated audio circuits. While
an ISDN circuit was often less expensive (not only for
installation but also on a monthly basis) it had much
in common with the older style of lines: the telephone
company required a couple of weeks to install it, and
it still needed to be tested ahead of the remote date.
To a great extent, the quality of the remote broadcast
audio depended on the codec itself and not the qual-
ity of the telephone company technician that installed
the line. On the other hand the complexity of the ISDN
sometimes scuttled the remotes.

The unfortunate reality is that ISDN is now also obsolete;
telephone companies balk when the customer wants to place an
ISDN order. The reason is pretty simple: There are better ways to
get more data over a single copper pair, which means more money
for them. Telephone service providers are inclined to spend their
capital dollars on equipment that can handle these new methods,
forsaking the older.

So what are you left with if you want to make use of wired circuits
for remotes? POTS (though also becoming obsolete in its pure form)

Talk shows on remote are an ideal way to interact with
listeners. Chef Jasper Mirablile (seated) talks with guest Chef
Gary Puetz while Dennis Eversoll, CPBE CBNT, checks the
setup on KCMO-AM Kansas City.

some

is ubiquitous so that is an option, and the Internet is readily available
in many places because of DSL technology. Still, there are lots of
options for wired connections.

Comrex has many years of experience in building equipment
used to broadcast remotes over plain old telephone circuits and not
surprisingly its current line includes all the features and functionality
that you would expect. The Matrix codec field version has one mic-
level input, one mic or line level input, a headphone output and a
line -level out as well. The studio version is 1 RU and does not have
the mixer and headphone features. The Matrix uses an on -board
POTS codec that can provide 15kHz of duplex audio response
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depending on the quality of the POTS connection. However, the user
can also add modules to the Matrix such as the Portable ISDN module,
the Matrix GSM module or the Matrix Telcell module.

Comrex also offers the Access, which takes advantage of the increas-
ingly diverse set of connection possibilities: POTS, DSL, cable DSL (as
well as 802.11x (Wi-fi), 3G data networks, high-speed cellular data
networks). It uses the Comrex-developed Broadcast Reliable Internet
Codec and will perform at several user -selectable quality levels. HE-AAC
and AAC low -delay are also available for use over robust networks.

Tieline offers the I -mix G3, which is a complete remote broadcast pack-
age (mixer and headphone amp built-in). The basic unit is a POTS codec,
but it has an expansion slot to plug in other types of codec modules.
For example, a second POTS codec module can be added, giving the
I -mix the capability of bondina two POTS lines together, providing mono,

stereo or even duct -mono feeds

Resource
Guide

Manufacturers of
remote broadcast

equipment

AEG
800-728-0536
www aeq broadcast. com

Allen Osborne Assoc.
805-495-8420
www aoa-gps com

APT (Audio Processing
Technology)

800 955 APEX
www aptx com

ATA Audio
973-659-0555
www.ataaudio.com

Audio-Technica
330-686-2600
www audio-technica com

Azden
516-328-7500
www.azdencorp.com

Barix Technology
866-815-0866
www barix com

Bickford Broadcast
703-818-8666
www bickfordbroadcast com

Broadcast Products
800-433-8460
www broadcastproductsinc cam

Calumet Coach Co.
708 868 5070
www Ca I u m etBA F c om

Comrex
800-237-1776
www.comrex corn

of as much asl5kHz in audio
bandwidth. Alternatively, the
expansion slot can be loaded
with Tieline's IP software module,

allowing the unit to connect to
wired LAN. (ISDN and GSM
plug-in modules are available
for the I -mix 3 as well.)

Musicam has its own codec
that will work vic IP: the Net -
star. This device can send and
receive audio, contact closures
and ancillary data via TCP/IP,
ISDN or dedicated data lines.
It contains not only the standard

algorithms such as G.71 1,
G.722, MPEG Layer 2 and
MPEG Layer 3, but also MPEG
MC and MPEG _ayer 4 MC
low delay. This unit can deliver
uncompressed 20kHz audio
with near -zero delay if the IP
connection supports it.

Audio TX sells a software
package called Communicator
that allows the user to create
a remote session via TCP/IP
through physical connections
such as a LAN, Wi-fi or DSL.
The PC or laptop on which
Communicator runs can also be
turned in to an ISDN codec. The

Windows software includes
algorithms for MPEG Layer 2
Layer 3, G.722 and G.71 1
and can connect with other
manufacturers' codecs.

The APT Tokyo is another
full -featured, mull ple algorithm
codec that can oe used over
a LAN by way of Ethernet, or
via its USB conrector. In ad-
dition to MPEG layers 2 and
3, G.71 1, G.722 and MPEG
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With STANDARD mix-minur remote cortrol,
talk -back, clocks and the test warranty in the
industry - Radio Systems consoles an in control
at thousands of small and large marke- stations.
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AAC, it also includes the APT proprietary algorithms such
as Standard Apt -x and Enhanced 16, 20 and 24 -bit
Apt -x. This device features a built-in inverse multiplexer

that allows it to use four separate
ISDN circuits, and hence provide
up to a 512kb/s data rate.
The Orban Opticodec 7600

is a duplex audio codec for
use via Ethernet, X.21 or V.35

Resource
Guide
Continued

Creative Studio Solutions
303-425-5004
www.creativestudiosolutions.com

Custom Mobile Products
440-779-2740

Electro-Voice
800-392-3497
www electrovoice com

Energy-Onix
888-324-6649
www energy-onix corn

E -N -G Mobile Systems
800-662-4522
www.e-n-g.corn

Featherlite
800-800-1230
www.featherliteinc com

Frontline Communications
727-573-0400
www ft ontlinecomm com

Harris
800-622-0022
www bioacicast harris com

Hilomast
407-688 2806
www. hilomast-usa.com

Lectrosonics
800-821-1121
www lectrosonics com

interfaces, or as many as three ISDN interfaces or mixed
with POTS interfaces. Configure and operate the codec
directly with the front panel keypad and high -resolution
graphical display.

A relatively new player is Mayah, and it recently in-
troduced the Centauri II 3300/3301. This is a codec
with multi -channel I/O. The bit rate is determined by
the application and can be as low as 160kb/s with
AAC+SBR (MPEG4 MC HE) or as high as 6Mb/s with

linear audio. Connectivity via IP and ISDN

Marti Electronics
217-224-9600
www martielectronics corn

Mayah Communications
+49 811 55 16 0
www mayah com

MDO UK
+44 121 256 0200
www audiotx com

Medical Coaches
607-432-1333
www medcoach com

Mobilized Systems
513-942-1111

Musicam
732-739-5600
www musicamusa com

Neural Audio
425-814-3200
www neuralaudio com

Nicral Ltd./Sonifex
+44 1933 650700
www.nicral.net

Orban
510 351 3500
www.orban.com

Phoenix E.N.G.
513-891 1444

Prodsys
973-659-0555
www.ataaudio.com

Live Events

Whether used in radio, television, production, or stadium announce applications,
the Model 200 -series of announcer's consoles provide uniformly excellent
performance. With five models to choose from, everything on your "wish list"
can easily be handled. And white each unit provides a unique mix of features,
all share a common core: great audio quality, a simple user interface, and
reliable operation.

To see which Model 200 -series product is right for your application, visit our website.

Skokie, IL USA I Ph 847-676-9177 I www.studio-tech.com

is possible.
Perhaps the best-known manufacturer of

ISDN and POTS codecs is Telos Systems. The
Zephyr Xport is a POTS codec that, with the
inclusion of the field -installable ISDN opt;on,
can be made into an ISDN codec as well.
The Xport uses MC Plus audio coding for
POTS connections; MPEG MC low delay
for ISDN connections made with an Xstream
on the far end; and its G.722 option allows
it to communicate with other G.722 codecs
as well. The unit offers a built-in mixer with
mic and line -level inputs, and independent
headphone outputs that can listen to received
audio or monitor mixes.

No wires
Perhaps you've decided that the wireless

route is the one you would prefer. You could
still choose from several of the codecs dis-
cussed above.

The Tieline I -mix 3, when equipped with the
IP software module, can operate over a Wi-fi
connection with the addition of a wireless media
adapter connected directly to its LAN port.

Comrex uses the Access in a slightly differ-
ent manner. The Access plugs into a laptop
(or other PC) via an Ethernet crossover cable.
Then, using Windows ICS, the Access shares
the wireless Internet connection that the laptop
makes-irrespective of the network type.

Now wait just a minute here. I'm kind of
writing ISDN off, but even though remote pickup
(RPU) technology is far older than ISDN I'm

.1110'

Check out our
Model 212 Digital

Announcer's Console

TECH
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Mounting equipment in rack cases simplifies setup and
protects the equipment.

bringing it up anyway. With appropriate receive sites built in advance
and an effective means by which the RPU audio can get back to the
station's HQ RPU is really hard to beat-at the very least-in terms of
its timeliness.

TFT offers the 8888 RPU transmitter and the 8889 RPU receiver. The
system includes frequency -agility, selectable deviation on the transmit-
ter (with 20W RF out) and selectable bandwidth on the receiver. The
receiver can be controlled remotely and DTMF tones change the operat-
ing channel and IF bandwidth. The transmitter includes a built-in mixer
with three mic- or line -level inputs; a send/return loop for connection to
an external audio processor; a built-in peak limiter and a headphone
output for monitoring the locally mixed audio.

Not to be outdone, Marti recently introduced a new RPU transmitter:
the SRPT-30. This unit comes with two factory selectable frequencies,
four front -panel mic level inputs (line level input available on D -connec-
tor on the back of the unit) going into its built-in mixer, and as much as
30W RF out. The SR -30 is the current model RPU receiver.

Conquering the delay issue
Whether you use one of the IP codecs or even ISDN, you will have

to deal with the delay in the "round trip" time that the remote talent
will experience. Unless you want the talent throwing the neadphones
down on the table (or maybe even at you) you'll have to send mix minus
audio back to the remote site in some way. If you are transmitting HD
Radio, then you have an additional eight -second delay to deal with.
If you're doing a live show then you will be operating with a profanity
delay in -line as well. The bottom line is that this is an issue that can't
be ignored.

If you choose to go the wired route you will take advantage of the
duplex nature of all POTS, TCP/IP land ISDN) codecs. Develop a mix-

minus at the station and feed it back to the remote site. If you choose the
wireless Internet option, you can solve the problem in the same manner
due to the duplex nature of the connection. If you want to go strictly
wireless with RPU, then your problem is a bit more cumbersome.

First is the use of a phone coupler. Because the remote site isn't teth-
ered, you'll likely use a cell phone to call this coupler, steal the receive
audio from it somehow and mix that into the talent headphones. Sounds
easy, right? There are a few challenges. Usually the connections aren't
that reliable. You need to be within range of a cell, then you need to
get a circuit, then it needs to remain connected. As anyone who has
used a cell phone can tell you, none of those things are guaranteed.
Oh yes, then there is the cost of the call itself.

Secondly, you can make use of an RPU channel to transmit the IFB

rod**. -
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CT -2002 Large Wall Clock

TIMIE
Only Radio Systems' clocks and timErs offer total
flexibility with Tine -of -Day, Up -Timer, Down -Timer,
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For accuracy, flex bility and dependa)ility -
count on Radio Systems' GPS Maste- Clock
and Timer systems.
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Resource
Guide
Continued

Sennheiser Electronic
860-434-9190
www sennheiserusa com

Shure
800-25-SHURE
www shure corn

Software Authority
877-504-9494
WWW softwareauthority com

Sony Electronics
800 -686 -SONY
www sony com/proaudio

Studio Technologies
847-676-9177
www studio -tech com

Telex Communications
800-392-3497
www telex corn

audio outbound to the remote site.
This is convenient if you have the
channel and the equipment and
the site-all of which can be
problematic. If the IFB transmitter

is at the same location as the RPU

receiver, then use the same RPU antenna with

a duplexer to receive and transmit.
Thirdly, use some spectrum in the upper

part of the FM baseband to transmit audio
to the remote site. This obviously requires
spare capacity on the studio -transmitter link

to carry the IFB audio. This also
requires the available subcarrier
spectrum. A station that already
has one or two SCAs could have
some challenges. All this also as-
sumes that there is an FM signal
in the station group.

There are at least two manufac-
turers offering SCA generators;
one is Broadcast Electronics. BE
offers the FC-30, a 1 RU device
that lives at the transmitter site or
back at the studio if carried on
a 950MHz composite STS and
operates between 33kHz and 95kHz. A 150
microsecond pre -emphasis setting is standard,
but it can be set internally for 75 microsec-
onds, which allows use of a legacy FM audio
processor to drive its audio input.

Modulation Sciences offers the SCA-186,
a 2RU device that includes the subcarrier
generator, a built-in audio processor, a devia-

Telos Systems
216-241-7225
www telos-systems com

TFT
800-347-3383
www +Inc com

Tieline Technology
888-211-6989
www tieline com

Will -Burt
330-682-7015
www willburt com

Wolf Coach
508-791-1950
www wolfcooch com

You/Com
Audiocommunicatie
+31 15 262 5955
youcom nl

Operate any 3 -phase broadcast transmitter

from a 1 -phase utility supply with the

Phasemaster Rotary Phase Converter

The most reliable alternative to utility 3 -phase...
AND the least expensive!

 High efficiency output

 Maintenance free operation

 True 3 -phase, NOT open -delta

 Approved by all utilities

 Over 1000 TV and radio
stations rely on Phasemaster

Turn any location into a 3 -phase site within hours!

Save thousands of dollars on utility line extensions

Recommended by leading transmitter manufacturers

#11%, Kay Industries
PHASEMASTER
Rotary Phase Converters

General Offices
604 N Hill St

South Bend, IN 46617

800-348-5257
574-289-5932 (fax)

Western Region
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510-656-8766
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While ISDN is becoming more difficult to obtain, it is
still a reliable option.

tion meter and a transmitter tuning aid.
Now if someone just made an SSB SCA generator. This would eliminate

the need to turn the SCA carrier off after the remote is done.

The last mile
Any one of these three methods requires some type of receiver at

the remote setup location, whether it is a table top or the inside of a
remote truck. How do you get the IFB audio to a talent roaming with
a wireless mic? There are several wireless mic manufacturers that make
IFB systems as well.

Lectrosonics offers the T4, a frequency -agile (operating on one of 256
UHF channels, in 100kHz steps) that transmits a 250mW signal. The
receiver is the R1a and its receive frequency range complements the T4.
It comes in the belt -pack form with a housing of machined aluminum, and
sports as much as eight hours of battery life with an alkaline cell.

Shure offers several systems known as personal monitors that can
be used for IFB service. The PSM 700 system is made up of the P7T
transmitter and the P7R beltpack receiver. The transmitter occupies a
half -width rack unit, even with its built-in power supply. The unit has an
antenna connector, so the transmit antenna can be located oway from
the unit. The belt -pack receiver features LED indicators for power, low
battery and RF reception. The system can operate in stereo mode.

Sennheiser also makes several systems that can be used as IFBs. The
EW300IEMG2 operates on any one of 1,440 channels spread over
five blocks in the UHF TV band. The transmitter can be rack mounted,
includes audio input metering and radiates 30mW. The beltpack re-
ceiver uses an autoscan function to find the transmitter. The system can
operate in stereo mode.

One little hint I will give is this: when building a remote truck, put the
wireless mic receive antenna and the IFB transmit antenna on top of
the mast. Make sure the coil running up the mast has the appropriate
number of coaxial cables installed ahead of time.

Executing remote broadcasts has always been in the province of the
engineering department. When building a new system, find the correct
balance between functionality and ease of use. Having a nicely engi-
neered and constructed remote system is a great way to make o good
impression on air staff, programmers and clients-and goes a long way
in getting them all to recognize you as the hero you know you are.

Irwin is the chief engineer of WKTU-FM, New York City.

StudicHub+ 44 Position Patch Patel --

C:^
StudioHub+ makes every job faster End more
complete with CAT-5-the universal wiring medium.
Use broadcast's first and only wiring standard for
your next analog or digital installation. StudioHub+
makes every job faster, and every joo fully analog
and digital ready.

Studio
The Universal Staidard for Broadcast Interconnect

Radio Systems. Inc.  6o1 Heron Drive  Logan Township, NI 08085
Phone: 856-467-8000  Fax: 856-467-3o44  wwwstudiohub.com
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FACILITY SHOWCASE

By Keith Stuhlmann

t. Myers Broadcast Company, a privately -held, fam-
ily -owned broadcast business nestled in southwest
Florida since 1940, and who established the first
radio and TV stations in the market, recently put

the finishing touches on a new transmission facility for its
WINK -FM and WINK -DT stations serving the Ft. Myers
-Naples market. In its most basic description, the proj-
ect entailed the addition of a 40 feet by 60 feet space
attached to an older, steel -framed transmission facility
that still houses the WINK -TV analog and backup FM
transmitters. But the story extends far beyond the basics
into a highly complex project that begins at the base of a
new cement building and rises to the top of a combined
radio/TV tower 1,500 feet in the air.

The multi -year project began in September 2002 with
a series of FCC filings that would ultimately preserve
WINK -FM's full Class C status. Another regional station's
request to increase power, if passed, would have re-
duced WINK's status to Class C-0. This would have
made the station unlistenable near Marco Island, an
Arbitron diary -keeping area that is financially important
to the company.

Our June 2003 filing to preserve the station's Class C
status eventually prevailed. The rulings would be central
to a series of new antenna installations, older antenna
modifications and choice of transmitters for the new
transmission facility. Harris and Dielectric provided the
new transmitters and antennas that have ultimately shaped
the way we broadcast today and into the future.

The FCC has revised the Class C definition over the years.
Originally, it was defined as a 100kW FM radiated at a
height above 1,000 feet. The last revision requires that
to preserve Class C status, the station must have a center
of radiation at or near 1,500 feet. A lowered antenna
position would place the station in the new Class C-0
status, reducing the station's protected coverage range.
This means that fringe area listeners may lose the station's

signal due to increased coverage from an adjacent or
co -channel signal in a different location.

WINK's co -located TV operation proved advantageous
over the course of the decision process. The TV/FM
tower, standing at 1,519 feet, offered plenty of room and
flexibiliy to implement unique antenna design strategies.
We plotted the installation of a special stacked antenna
directly after our 2003 filing. This would boost our FM
center of radiation to 1,500 feet and also accommodate
WINK -TV's DTV antenna.

The work on the new transmission facility was postponed
when Hurricane Charley roared through the area in
August 2004. Although our facility suffered no structural
damage, the storm devastated homes and businesses in
the southern part of Charlotte County, just north of Ft.
Myers. Construction was halted as contractors worked
to rebuild, so we turned our attention to building our
HDTV studios and technical core.

Construction work
Construction of the transmission facility was reinitiated as

contractors again became available. Nu -Cape Construc-
tion of Cape Coral, FL, and Christopher J. Lee Architects
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"My Number One Codec
Rental is Zephyr Xstream"

-Steve Kirsch President Silver Lake Audio

Rack 'em and stack 'err! The Silver Lake Audio Crew pictured from left to right Steve Kirsch, Ken Stivec Kirby Micvac and Jay Shoemaker

"When ISDN equipment rentals began in the early 1990s, we started with an equal
number of different companies' codecs. Today, Silver Lake has over 100 Zephyrs
in stock, ten times more than any other brand." says Steve Kirsch, owner cf Silver
Lake Audio.

The reasons should be obvious. Reliability, ease of use, compatibility, great
support.

Telos: The Best Way To Hear From There.

And there. And there. And there.
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www.telos-systems.com
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I Hi II
for the future of Ft. Myers assisted with facility

construction and design. The new
section of the transmission facility is

essentially a giant bomb shelter; a 40 by 60 bunker -style
cement block with a poured cement roof. The result is
a completely hurricane -proof construction encompassing
enough electrical, ac and transmission redundancy to

Above: A view of the old building with the new 40'x60'
wing. Right: The Caterpillar 3412 diesel -power generator
serves as backup for the new wing.

ensure that all broadcast properties on site
will remain on -air at all times outside of
complete devastation.

Plans for accommodating the appropriate
antenna systems for WINK -FM, WINK -TV,
WINK -DT and future transmissions (such as
HD Radio) remained consistent throughout the

weather -related construction delays. These plans were
set into motion as construction moved forward.

Antenna installations and modifications were complex
and versatile: first, the installation of a stacked antenna
designed by Dielectric consisting of a TDM-5FM antenna
on top with a TW-6B9 TV antenna on the bottom. This
accommodated WINK -DT terrestrial Channel 9 while

preserving the Class C status for WINK -FM.
Second, a new eight -bay side -mounted Dielectric an-

tenna was installed for WINK -TV terrestrial Channel 11.
This an'enna, a broadband system covering Channels 9
through 11, will automatically become the backup DTV
antenna when the FCC -mandated analog TV shut-off
date arrives on Feb. 17, 2009.

The old top -mounted Channel 11 antenna was removed,

and the 10 -bay ERI rototiller antenna that previously
sidemounted near the top of the tower was lowered
100 feet and retained as a backup for WINK -FM. This
antenna was lowered to its new position to remove it
from the aperture of the new side -mounted Channel 9-
11 TV antenna.
The new Dielectric antenna had a significant effect on

our choice of FM transmitter. The older 10 -bay antenna,
with its high antenna gain, required only 25.5kW of
transmitter power output. Dielectric's stacked, five -bay

design prevented us from exceeding the FAA's ceiling
height of 1,519 feet. It also changed our transmitter
output requirement to 54.2kW because at only five bays
the antenna gain was reduced. This led to our choice
of a Harris HTD-60CD FM transmitter as the new main
WINK -FM transmitter.

Ft. Myers Broadcasting has been a Harris transmission

NO MdRE
nautei SECRETS.
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customer for TV and radio for a long time. The previous
main WINK -FM transmitter, a Harris HT-25CD, is now in
backup mode transmitting over the ERI antenna. (WINK -
FM's previous backup, a Continental Electronics transmit-
ter, remains installed in the older transmission facility with
the HT -25 and several NEC and Harris TV transmitters for
analog Channel 111 WINK -DT recently went on the air
with a Harris Platinum PTCD20P2 solid-state digital VHF
transmitter in the new transmission facility. Meanwhile,
several other regional Ft. Myers Broadcasting and Me-
ridian Broadcasting properties-all engineered by Ft.
Myers Broadcasting under a joint agreement-operate
Harris FM and AM transmitters.

The HTD-60CD is effectively two 30kW transmitters
running in parallel into a Harris -engineered switchless
combiner. Dual exciter designs are incorporated into
each side of the transmitter. The main exciter drives each
transmitter with automatic switchover to the backup to
continue operating at the same power in the event of
failure or maintenance. The same design was used in
the Platinum DTV transmitter via the Harris Apex digital
ATSC exciter. The Harris Digit CD is used for all of our
analog Harris transmitters.

The tube design of the HTD-60 is the same as most
of our older Harris transmitters. The HTD-60 maintains
much of the same cavity design as its older siblings, but
uses an improved power supply, drawing less electri-
cal current and offering a more stable product overall.
The PAs and IPAs remain singular to each transmitter,
which allows us to take one offline and remain on the
air with relatively strong signal coverage throughout the
area. The HTD-60 also gets high marks for providing
several monitoring points for standard remote controls,
and offering a wide array of status readings for control
and monitoring.

The switchless combiner, responsible for forwarding
power from both transmitters into the transmission line
and RF system, ensures that the station drops to only half -

power if a transmitter is taken down for maintenance or
other reasons. Without the combiner, the output drops
to quarter -power. The drop to half -power means that
only fringe -area listeners are affected. The HT -25 can
provide close to full regional coverage in drastic situa-

A rear view of the support racks for the WINK -FM and
WINK -DT transmitters.

tions, even though the ERI antenna is now positioned
lower on the tower.

High beams
The multiple changes and modifications to he tower

between antennas and transmission line required a sig-
nificant amount of tower strengthening prior to installation.
Tower Innovations engineered the tower strengthening
project, which required heavier cross members n certain
areas and additional plates on older cross members to
support the weight of the new and old antennas and as-
sociated transmission line. Tower Innovations orovided
the cross members and plates, with Dielectric providing
the transmission line.

The new portion of the transmission facility spans about
two stories from floor to ceiling. This left plenty of space
above the transmitters for the line to shoot up and across
the ceiling to the exit port, where it continues ou.side and
to the tower bridge. A 61/8" transmission line was used
to handle the 54kW TPO for the WINK -FM transmitter,
along with 31/8" line for DTV transmission. This added
quite a bit of weight to the existing 6' /s" analog TV line
and 378" FM line for the HT -25 transmitter.

Win a Digital Transmitter or Exciter
Go to www.nomoresecrets.com to enter

Making Digital Radio Work.
Phone: (9021823.3900 I info@nautel.com www.nautel.con
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The combiner network combines the
output of the two 30kW transmitters
to produce the 60kW output.

I III II
for the future While built as a standalone

entity, the new transmission fa-
cility, is separated by a double

door entry that allows engineers to move between the
new and old rooms. With no room to squeeze a new
transmitter, the 2009 shut-off dote for analog TV means
that all main transmission systems will operate out of
the new section. To further emphasize the separate
entity feel, each side features its own electrical system,

cooling system, transformer
and generator.

The original part of the
transmitter site uses a die-
sel -powered generator for
backup that came in handy
for Hurricane Charley. The
new side adds a giant UPS
for the new WINK -DT and
FM transmitters. A second
diesel power generator
was installed in February
2007; the HT -25 can also
be switched on using the
older diesel generator if

necessary.
This area is cooled through

two redundant Liebert ac
units that operate on weekly

An overhead view of the HTD60 FM
transmitter.

alternot ng cycles to preserve the life of the units. One
unit can handle the heat loads from the DTV and FM
transmitters. A large, mounted exhaust fan and two air
louvers were incorporated into the building design in the
event of total ac failure. The fan automatically starts if

the temperature climbs above the set degree, and the
louvers automatically open to exhaust heat from the room
and keep the transmitters in operating condition. The

room normally operates as a closed system.
This additional failsafe cooling procedure was added

due to an experience at another transmission facility that
had a total ac failure from the Hurricane Charley power
outage. The temperature in the transmitter room exceeded
130° on the engineer's arrival, and the transmitters shut

STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

THE ALL NEW AF-SH1 FEATURES:
 Integral Long -Life VCA &ere° Level Control

 Balanced or Unbalanced Inputs

 Switch -Selectable Input Seisitivity

 Switch -Selectable Mono (Left) or Stereo Operation

 Amplifier To Drive High or Low Impedance Headsets

 Convenience of APPFLEX '1'1 Mounting Possibilities

Shown in AFM-DC1N tabletop chassis

The AF-SH1 is part of the group of versatile APPFLEX products from REdio Design Labs. These modules
combine advanced circuitry, durable all -metal construction, attractive RDL ULTRASTYLETm colors and
versatile mounting possibilities. APPFLEX modules are ready to drop in a cabinet, chassis or panel cutout.
Numerous ULTRASTYLE wall mounting accessories and tabletop chassis are optionally available to
facilitate system design.
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Equipment List
Amco equipment racks
APC Silicon SL320KG UPS
ATI distribution amplifiers
Belden wiring and cabling
Caterpillar 3412
Dielectric stacked FM/DTV antenna (TDM-5FM antenna

on top/TW-6B9 TV antenna on bottom)
Dielectric transmission line
ERI Rototiller antenna. tower
Harris HTD60 transmitter. Digit CD. switchless combiner
Inovonics modulation monitors
Liebert ac units
Moseley Starlink STL
Orban 9300 audio processors
Tower Innovations crossbars and plates

down as a result of the heat. Similarly, four by four glass olocks were
incorporated into the design. These blocks line the ceiling and walls,
and allow engineers to work by sunlight rather than flasnlight in the
event of power failure.

The electrical system is designed so everything comes into the new
side of the building at 480V and is then stepped down to address
various electrical requirements. The transmitters run on less but the
tower elevator requires the higher voltage. This also provides extra
capacity for WINK -FM's future HD Radio transmitter, which will require
a separate antenna. Electrical and floor space is also mapped out for

a second DTV transmitter when the current Platinum transmitter moves to
backup status. These considerations ensure that we'll never run out of
electrical capacity or real estate for future transmission and RF systems
for antennas.

The facility also is designed to remain clean, as it does not take in
any outside air. The closed ac system eliminates bugs and debris. This
all adds up to easier transmitter maintenance. The Harris transmitters
require limited maintenance; keeping filters clean of dirt and dust, and
paying attention to temperature and discoloration in the wiring jackets
are the big issues. The HTD-60 allows us to take down one 30kW
transmitter, inspect and clean it, and put it back online before repeating
the same steps with the second transmitter. This is far easier than the
hard switchover of the older transmitters (for which we also run weekly
test loads for maintenance purposes).

Transmitter rack equipment is limited mostly to modulation monitoring,
with units provided by Inovonics. An ATI distribution amplifier splits the
signal to ensure it feeds the HT -25 in the older building. As we prepare
for HD Radio, STL upgrades and additional monitoring and processing
equipment will certainly be needed. For now, four years of FCC filings,
antenna adjustments, tower strengthening and RF design work has paid
off nicely. The new DTV transmitter went on the air on May 30, 2006,
with the WINK -FM HTD-60 transmitter following on July 17-with plans
in place for future expansion.

Stuhlmann is the director of engineering of Ft. Myers Broadcasting Company
and Meridian Broadcasting, Ft. Myers, FL.

Online Extra
Additional photos of the WINK facility are posted with
this article online at beradio.com.
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change is the price.

Our new 6500 series cards give you greater functionality at the same
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FIELD REPORT

politician's speech or remove unneeded portions of a large file to
save storage space. It is not a full -featured editing system. The

graphical representation of the WAV file can be magnified for
precise cutting. In and out points are selected by pressing a button
or by inputting time code.

Some operating controls and connections are
placed on the sides of the recorder.

The File/Folder Manager works like Windows Explorer, allowing
you to create or rename directories and move files among them.
The PAW 1 20's memory is formatted in standard FAT, making the
recorder a plug -and -play utility on Windows or Apple machines.

For all its advantages, there are a few quirks: Printed documentation

is thin, somewhat vague and printed in tiny type. The website for
firmware updates, vow/.
paw-recorder.com, is still

in Chinese only, months
after the unit's U.S. release,
making a mystery of its links
for those of us who do not
read Chinese.

Carrying the recorder
around in my hand while
it is turned off, I constantly
seem to hit several secret

The PAW 120 is
formatted in

standard FAT,
making the

recorder a plug -

and -play utility.
combinations of buttons that launch Chinese -language routines.
I've not been able to exit any of them without opening the battery
hatch and momentarily removing a battery. I could remember to
engage the hold switch, which locks the keyboard, to prevent
this-but it is weirdly annoying.

The PAW 120 originally displayed in English or Chinese. Through
a firmware update in early November it has added Spanish to
the mix. This firmware update also reprogrammed, among other
things, search function controls for greater ease in navigating audio
files. Apparently, AEO is listening to end users and will update the
PAW 120's operating software as the recorder gains real -world
experience, a philosophy all too rare these days.

Linder is an investigative reporter for KNX Newsradio, Los Angeles.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine feature for radio broadcasters.
Each report is prepared by well -qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or consulting
company.

These reports are performed ty the industry, for the industry. Manufacturer support is limited
to providing loan equipment and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of any device tested, positive or
negative. No report should be cicnsidered an endorsement or disapproval by Radon magazine.
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Solutions for All of Your
IBOC Needs from ERI
From the beginning, ERI has been a leader in the reseach and development
of IBOC FM technologies. Join us as we continue to work toward developing
new products for this exciting technology.

1 MASK -960 IBOC Spectral Compliance Filter

RI has developed a compact arrangement of our
ous FM 97D band pass filter cavities to address

the specific needs of FM IBOC broadcasting. ERI's
mask filter configuration can provide the right
response for any req-diremer t.

Low/Medium/ High Power Hybrid Combines 

The quality and reliability of ERI's standard quarter wave
hybrids have been adapted for use as an IBOC Hybrid
Combiner. The iBOX" 10 dB Hybrid Combiner is avail-
able in two versions:

Low/medium power version for analo; FM dower
levels up to 30 kW
High power version which is rated to_candle up to 80
kW of analog FM power.

LYNX"" Dual Input Side Mount FM Antenna for IBOC Operations

The Electronics Research LYNX" Dual Input Side Mount FM Antenna is designed specifically for
FM IBOC applications. This new antenna is capable of trans-nitting both the analog and digital
FM signals without requiring a high loss hybrid combiner and maintains high isolation between
the digital and analog transmitters. The design meets the cur:ent Federal Communications
Commission requirement for informal notification of IBOC imple nentation.

rELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.1

Visit Online at wwv.eriinc.com  Zall Toll -free at 877 ERI-LINE
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Aphex Model 230 By Bill Eisenhamer

/t was time for KSON and KIFM in San Diego to embrace the digital age
of HD Radio. In this march forward, we needed new, simple microphone
processing that meshed with our new digital console and air chain. After

many listening tests, we selected a processor that had the warmth of old and
integrated with the new digital of today: the Aphex 230 voice processor.

Installation of the 230 is straightforward. The rear panel features an XLR mic
input with a graphic warning of the potential of 48V phantom power. Next
to the mic input is an effects loop, which is not normally used in a broadcast
environment. The send and return are both 1/4" balanced TRS jacks labeled for

OdBu. There are two line outputs: a male XLR
+4dBu and a 1/4" TRS phone jack that is run
unbalanced -l0dBV. Both outputs can be used
simultaneously if the need arises. There is also a
1/4" TS cough switch jack if needed.

The rest of the rear panel is dedicated to digital.
There are three digital outputs: An XLR AES, a
coaxial RCA S/PDIF and an optical TOS output.
Beside the output jacks are two switches that
choose the sample rate. The first switch designates
44.1 kHz or 48kHz sample rate while the second
switch is a multiplier being one or two. Thus, in
addition to the 44.1 kHz and 48kHz it provides
88.2kHz or 96kHz sample rates. In our facility
44.1 kHz is the house rate. These are the internal
sample rates. If you prefer to use a central word
clock you have that option. Choose the switch
for internal or external clock, and if you use an
external clock you have BNC connectors for word

Performance at a glance
Low -noise RPA tube

mic preamplifier

Logic Assisted gate

Includes Big Bottom
bass enhancer and

Aural Exciter

High -resolution 24/96
ND converter

clock in and out. The 230 will sync to frequencies
between 32kHz to 96kHz.

The front panel is loaded with the controls of
the processor. All switches and knobs are logi-
cally located making it easy to visualize the flow
of the signal. A power switch is provided on the
front, which I find useful in situations when access
to the back is difficult. The switches for low cut,
48V phantom power, polarity, the phase rotator
and a 20dB pad are at your fingertips. A switch
is provided to engage the compressor. With a
single switch you can turn on the equalization
processing of the Big Bottom, the parametric EQ
and the Aural Exciter. There is no switch to en-

gage/disengage each effect, nor does the gate
or de-esser, but the de-esser is essentially shut off
by setting the threshold to +24dB.

Delving deeper
The first stage comprises the RPA tube preamp

and the Easyrider compressor. The tube used is a
12AT7/ECC81 dual triode. Input control is the
combination gain and drive that sets the gain of
the preamp and the drive to the compressor. This
is graduated from 20 to 70. The release knob,
with a range from slow to fast, controls the density
of the compressor. With the proper combination
of gain/drive and release, the compressor is
smooth and controls the levels well. I opted for a
middle -release level. To monitor the amount of gain
reduction there is the dual purpose LED meter. A
switch is used to view VU or gain reduction.

Following the compressor is the gate. Unlike many
gates, this is the patented Logic Assisted Gate. I tried

many different settings. I could not get this gate to
chatter; a problem we had with our older microphone

processors. With this gate all you set is the thresh-
old and depth controls. The threshold ranges from
-40d3 to 0dB and the depth can be set between
-2dB and -65dB. If the depth control is set too deep
you get the noise on/noise off sound that I dislike
in gates. This can be avoided by seting the depth
to no more than 12 o'clock-around 6dB.

The other unique stage is the equalization stage
that follows the gate and de-esser. Unlike traditional

parametric equalizers with level and bandwidth
controls for three bands, you are presented with
the Big Bottom bass enhancer, a parametric EQ
and the Aural Exciter. Even if you are not fans of
these controls, I found that with a little play and
minor adjustments they work better than a basic
equalizer. The Big Bottom is set with a tune knob
and a mix knob, likewise the Aural Exciter. The

Big Bottom frequency tuning range is from 80Hz
to 300Hz, and the Aural Exciter has a range
between 600Hz and 6kHz. Both feature mix
controls that range from zero to max.

The parametric EQ came in handy to smooth
out any annoying frequencies with its frequency
control, Q (bandwidth) control and gain control.
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Broadcast Software
Radio Automation

F,T,T- CZMIlf21

Simian - radio automation
and digital play out system

Audio Logging

SkimmerPlus - professional
audio logging and skimming

CD Ripping

t  Nal O. OM.
*

am. a. No u . OP. M 0100.41111,

Speedy- professional CD to
PC ripping and file tagging

Stinger- eistant acess to
288 'rapic fire' audio files

Complete PC systems -
with hardware and music

Sound Cards

AudioScience - built for
broadcast, pro sound cards

Broadcast Software International
503 E. 11th Avenue
ELgene, OR 97401 USA
Direct: 541-338-8588
Fax: 541-338-8656
www.bsiusa.com sales(' bsiusa.com

1-888-274-2721
www.bsiusa.com

Digital Cart Player I

.sionm

MilLu`Nilill.1.;1111111111

WaveCart - the original
on -screen cart machine

MusicStore - over 55,000
ready to pay Jac ged) songs

Remote Control

Trigger & Relay Devices -
for GPI/0 & remote control
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The frequency range is from 240Hz to 4.5kHz, the
bandwidth ranges from .5 (broad) to 5 (narrow),
and the gain, or peak/dip, ranges from -12dB to
+12dB. I ended up dipping a moderately wide
bandwidth for the room, which allows the voice
to be more natural.

This is a new installation, and I have not run
into any maintenance issues. One concern I had
was installing a tube -based device. According

to Aphex, the patented tube circuit has been in
thousands of units for more than a decade with
fewer than a handful of failures. Even if I had to
change a tube, it would be a small price to pay
for maintaining a unique and quality sound. At
the same time, when deciding where to place

stratos
INTERACTIVE

c 1).1 o ililtillal itt.1 ter:te

PAD Full Service Software (SABMS) $499
 Interactive Services Supported
 RDS: RT & PS including Artist, Title and info

.411,1 ki MA.  Data routing to multiple IP addresses
 Unlimited Daypart
 All major automation software supported
 SMS Campaign Manager with personalization
 Affiliate Club Web Portal (skinned)

I 866 289 0770 Ext 605. infoo, ,,tratosaudio.com. ww.stratosintcractivc.com

!WINExpect MORE From Your AM Transmitter
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Armstrong Transmitter X-10008 in USA

1KW HD Radio' ready AM Transmitter for under $10K
Built with dual hot-swappable 600
Watt RF modules capable of 150%
modulation, X -1000B can bring
that major market sound to your
radio station. Engineered with the
latest technological innovations,
X -1000B offers high reliability,
built-in redundancy and it is HD
Radio' ready.
Best of all, our customers tell us
that the money they save running
the X -1000B pays for itself with

AARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

Tel 315-673-1269 / sales@armstrongtx.corn / www.armstrongtx.corn

savings in electricity and
maintenance costs over an older
transmitter ...and as a bonus they
get exceptional reliability and that
major market sound for free.
But, don't take our word for it.
Talk to our customers already on -
the -air with the X -1000B. Call or
email for a users list and decide
for yourself why owning this
transmitter is a no-brainer.

 HD Radio A a registered trade mark of iEliquity Digital Corporation.

Aphex Systems
P 818-767-2929

W www.aphex.com

E sales@aphex.com

this unit, or multiple units for that matter,
there is a heat load to be aware of. My
units are enclosed in racks that provide
sufficient ambient air flow. To help maintain
the free flow of air I installed vented rack
panels above and below each unit. As
for doing any maintenance on the 230,
there is no schematic provided, and if the
unit is in bad shape you need to send it
to the manufacturer.

I find the Aphex 230 to be a great ad-
dition to our air chain. My basic require-
ments were met when I was able to get
a quality microphone processor with a

Even if I had to change
a tube, it would be a
small price to pay for
maintaining a unique
and quality sound.

digital output. The performance of these
units over the past year has been quite
good. The price was competitive, too.
There is always a risk when you are one
of the first to use a piece of equipment, but

I felt confident that this one would wori
It has.

Eisenhamer is the staff engineer for Lincolr
Financial Media in San Diego.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio maga
zine feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is pre[41, 1

by well -qualified staff at a radio station. production fa:.
consufting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the
industry. Manufacturer support a limited to providing ban
equipment and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the
results of any device tested, positive or negative. No report
should be considered an endorsement or disapproval by
Radio magazine.
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COMPLETE
MICROPHONE
TO ANTENNA
TECHNICAL
SERVICES

BALSYS
TECHNOLOGY GROUP. INC.

Complete Systems Integration
Studio and RF Systems Installation, Test,
& Documentation

HD Radio Transmission
Factory Authorized By Several Manufacturers
For HD Installation & Certification

Plug & Play Transmitter Buildings
Solid Reinforced Concrete Shelters With All
Equipment Installed, Tested, & Documented -
Ready For Simplified Site Build

BALSYS
WOOD ARTS. INC.

Custom Broadcast Studio Furniture
High Quality, Distinctive, & Rugged Studio
Furnishings - Designed & Fabricated For
The Specific Studio & Application

YSTEMS

TORE
corn

SystemsStore
Your Online Source for Cable, Connectors,
Punchblocks, Racks, Wire Management,

Test Equipment, Tools, & Problem Solvers
To Complete Any Technical Installation.

BALSYS COMPANIES  930 Carter Road #228-234, Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA
T: 407.656.3719  F: 407-656-5474  www.Balsys.com  www.SystemsStore.com
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Independent Talkback
A Headphone System with Selectable lalkback for Each User

&Trier NOW11111161111

FlexPhones Master
The FlexPhones Master a a professional Broadcast/Studio six channel distributed

headphone system with independent talkback capabilities. Each of the six channels
provides stereo program monitoring and selective talkback with interconnection via
CATS cable to multiple Active Headphone Remotes (AHR-1) andior Monitor Selector

Interface (MSI). Multiple masters may be cascaded to form larger systems
The FlexPhones Master is equipped with inputs for stereo program and talkback

audio Rear panel program and talkback trimmers are provided to pre-set maximum
input levels The microphoneline level talkback input is available via a rear panel
plug-in euroblock connector. while the front panel XLR connector facilitates the use
of a user -provided gooseneck microphone or headset The front panel is equipped
with a level control for local headphones with both 1/4' and 178" stereo headphone
jacks. The six front panel talkback switches allow the user to independently
communicate with each AHR-1 listener and can be configured to insert talkback
audio into only the left or both ears and dim either or both program channels Any

combination of switches may be pressed. while the 'All -Call" interrupts all listeners
The Talkback function can be remotely controlled Six RJ45 jacks are provided to
distribute audio and power via CATS cable to the AHR-Vs. which conform to the
Studio Hub format Low -Z balanced audio distnbution is used to preclude
audio degradation with long cable runs

Talk Backtine or Mic

Talk
Back'
Mic

AHR-1 Active Headphone Remote
The Active Headphor e Remote (AHR-1) contains a stereo amplifier designed

to work with any combination of high -efficiency headphones with impedances
between 24 and 600 ohns. The AHR-1 is equipped with 1/8" and 1/4" headphone
jacks, level control, us sr-configured utility momentary pushbutton and LED
indicator. Two rear pane RJ45 jacks are provided for connection via CATS cable
to the FlexPhones Mastsr. The AHR-1 may be desktop mounted. under counter
or with the optional HR-1/MP or HR-1/MP-XLR mounting plates. which may be
turret or counter -top mointed.

Manufactured with
Pride in the USA

BROAD CAST'

support@broadcasttools.com
Arm+ .broadcastlools com

INNOVATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLS FOR BROADCAST
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REmotE Broadcast Solutions!!!
A4 /c-Te I

ZIVIS

PCINVIIIII0 InputrMt
'..QP."

0 0  11
MicTFI - Mic/Linf- to TFIEphone Interface

F,>. Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular phone or
balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

t Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

t> High quality, user-switchable, internal limiter prever ts clipping.

I) External power input with silent, auto -switching betery backup.

t> Individual gain controls for send, receive and headphones levels.

CircuitWer4s.
352-335-6555

QTR

(2227(31011131:11.
Florida 32609

cw

 is)!locurtWork

Audio
ppe

Pena an

TelTap - Pocket-51zFd
Manual TFlephone Couplcr

Can be used as a phone tap or a passive manual
telephone cotpler.

Send or rece ye telephone audio.

t> Mute Switch cisconects all audio to or from
the phone line, but leaves the TelTap coenected.

t Compact size & low cost makes the TelTap a great
remote kit acdition for mair or backup capabilities.

GO info on these 6 other
great remotE products of
wwvu . cir cuitwerkes.com

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitters

GET ON -THE -Alit STAY ON-THE.AIRI

V 50W RF output continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
V Simple to install!
What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC, 4318A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

THE ORIGINAL..
"STATION -IN -A -BOX"

Since the introduction of our
"Stotion-In-A-Box" hundreds have

been put in service worldwide!
From temporary locations, rapid deploy-

ment installations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -In -,4 -Box- from Ramsey!

RAMSEY ELECTRONR3. LLC
590 F, hers Station Dove. \Ado!, Sr 14564
800-446-2295 585-924-4560ramsey winnocramseybroadcastcom

Transmitting & Audio Tubes
Semiconductors

Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700  800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744 1943

www.rfparts.com
Email

rfp@rfparts corn

RF PARTS'
COMPANY

This is a small ad for c

GREAT
RADIO AUTOMATION
SOFTWARE
with a small price, loci

Get your free demo today:

www.radiocube.com

We beat -he competitim.

Software for
Station Operators aid DJ s
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Design ))) Build ))) Installation

Rani Broadcast Systems builds studios for
most of North America's major networks,
group stations, and news organizations.

Ram offers comprehensive studio design,
fabrication, systems integration, and
components. Put Ram's 35 years of
experience to work for you:

 Studio Design Et Fabrication
 Pre -Wired Systems
 Broadcast Furniture
 Switchers
 Metering
 Amplifiers
 Wire Et Cable
 Racks
 Accessories
 Used Equipment
 And More!

Radio and Television Studios

RAM Broadcast Systems

www.ramsyscom.com
800.779.7575

air
Easy Ordering In Nanoseconds

With the ONLY 1,800+ page catalog
of the NEWEST information 4 times
a year, and daily updates to over
745,000 products on-line, you can
depend on Mouser for easy ordering
in nanoseconds,

mouser.com (800) 346-6873

MOUSER
ELECTRONICS

aft company

'ne Newest Products
For Your Newest Designs

Wm NEWEST Swelcondeelers I Phieekve I InforeannedSI Peeve Efeelresedwakel I UK Tools &Supple*

Mouser and Mouser Electronics ere monitored Pockmarks of trknoim Electronic,. inc Other products. logos and
company nemw mentioned necein may be trademerlis of their owners.

M
MOORETRONIX

EROADCAST 4 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Rec prders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available, the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direst replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.
Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device
and console locic. Each module comes with connectors, pins
and instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM
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Coming in the April issue of

Radfo
C NNOL 00 v 1E AD EI4

I Trends in Technology
Alternate channels: Wimax, Wi-fi and more
I Facility Showcase
Entercom, Kansas City

Special Report
The details of Content Depot
I NAB Final Check
Last looks at new products
I Managing Technology
Exploring Wimax
4 Field Reports
Zoom 114 & Wide Orbit

0,6 , Terirkl
P. 144.

.-oto 44'

/11

PIM
liveresticiator Nr:"1

The first thing you will notice when you launch
the program is a new button on the tool bar
You use this button to select AM or FM studies.
Yes, in the same program, you choose, AM or FM.

The next thing you discover is that things are no
longer locked together. With multiple monitors,
move the job control, station table, and other tool
boxes to one screen then, expand the map to full
size on another The map is a resizable rectangle.

Well, you have created the contours and shown
the cities, but you need to show your client. Just
put some labels and arrows on to identity every-
thing. save map to clipboard, and paste it into
your word processing program It is easier than
ever to keep your clients informed or to create the
needed FCC engineering exhibits.

But what if you need to show both AM and FM
contours on the same map? You can move the
contours from either mode
into the other. Count the
populations...or whet ever...
it is so simple.

Now included:
3 -second U505 Terrain
Block Level census data
The Antenna Structure Registry Database
One set of National Geographic TOPO! Maps

Iry Vo

!Las

rfSoftware, Inc.
i tive engineering tools

alex@www.rfsoftware.com

352-367-1700

Transcom Corporation
FM Transmitters

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Author zed Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
LA300W & LA600W Crown Analog/

HD Amplifiers

EIWTERS
 New 20 and 30 W synthesized

exciters

1.5 KW 1983 BE FM 1.5A Used 2004 Harris Digit 2nd

2 KW 1999 Crown FM 2000A Generation

3.5 KW 1986 Harris H.- 3.5
5 KW 1988 Harris FM5K1
7 KW 2002 Harris Z16H6 IBOC NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
7+ KW 2005 Harris Z'6 HD Special Discount Pricing On:

10 KW 2005 Harris Z10CD VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w

10 KW 2001 Henry 10.000D-95 to 10kW)

20 KW 1985 Harris FM2OK TV STL

20 KW 1989 0E1 FMG 20.000013

25 KW 1980 CSI -T -25 -FA (Amp Only)

25 KW
50 KW

1990

1982

Harris HT25
Harris Combiner USED TV TRANSMITTERS

1 KW UHF Axcera 832A, CH 28
55 KW UHF GE TT59B, CH 25
55kW UHF RCA TTU-55

w/auto exciter- transmitter
switcher

1 KW

5 KW

USED AM TRANSMITTERS

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT

1999

'996
Harris Gates 1 Solid State
Continental 3150 Solid State
Continental 315F5 KW 1974 Altronics 20KW Air Cooled Load

5 KW 1982 Harris MW5A Denon 720R cassette, NEW
5 KW '987 Harris MWSB Sola Voltage Reg 60hz 1 KVA
10 KW 1985 Continental 316F s -phase
10 KW 2000 Omnitronix 10.000A
50 KW 1985 Continental 317 C2

Please go to our web site for updated listings - www.fmamtv.com
Retuning and Testing Available

CALL US FOR A QUOTE!
2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Protessior al software packages for FCC
applications and predicting ccverage

W Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice. TIREM. ITU-R P1546-1,
PTP, FCC and others with Probe 3T"

iiitSearch FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommander""
Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocatior s studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM-ProT"

irPlot STL oaths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain -3D T"

VS0 IN Nt t 'N IC .11' IONS eng,oeerng consulting
ILi. ( amommkolon,islhos. softwareInd FAtirwring (......ddel

oft The leader in broadcast

www v -soft com 800 743-3684

nott ltd

Via

38111 1.* Plata 11,6
I ae mington. NUN_

Yhuue 505 32" 5446 k.'
Fax 505-325-1142

Folded Unipole

Antennas

Detuning
Systems

Gilastat
Lighnimg

Dissipation
Systems

Nello Towers

Radian/Rohn
Towers

www.nottltd.com
info@nottltd.com
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Newsroom?
'111111111111111111111

0111111111111111111

IMMO IMMO

II  II
All

Solution!
Dixon Systems' NM -250 MKI I
Newsroom Mixer, an RM-35
Rack Monitor and our new
AS428 scanning/dual mode
audio switcher all for less

than 51.900! It's the solution
for newsroom workstations.

Call your favorite dealer
for pricing.

DEaDh
Systems

www.dixonsystems.com

quarterly

.1 twice each
ilonth online

and in your
p -mail inbox.

Insight to IBOC
Digital Radio Update

from the Radio Technology

TN! RADIO TICHNOLOOV LtAO!R

Directional Antenna Diplexer/Triplexer
Systems Systems

Tunipole TM Folded
Unipole Systems

Your Source For:
0M.

AM Antenna Solutions

LBA Technology - your trusted supplier
of digital engineered AM antenna

systems. Customized products
include ATU's, DA Systems.

Multiplexers, Combiners,
PCS/Cellular Colocation
Systems. Filters. and RF

Components for every
power level. Complete

RF project design.
management and
installation available.

We enable thousands
of broadcasters in the

US and worldwide to -

Reach Further,
Sound Better!

Visit us in booth #N9234 at the NAB in Las Vegas!

LBA TECHNOLOGY, INC.
3400 Tupper Drive. Greenville, NC 27834

Phone: 800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 Fax 252-752-9155
Email: jbrown@Lbagroup.com

www Lbagroup com
LBA

SINCE 1963

20 OUTPUT DISTRIBUTION
AMPLIFIER MIXER

Redbox RB-DA4 x5
20 Output Distribution Amplifier/Mixer
Q 4 input, 20 output distribution amp.

Q Audio presence LEDs for inputs & outputs.

 Balanced I/O, can be wired
unbalanced.

 Can output a I kHz test -tone
to check tran,mis,ion 11,11 5

website for details:
www.som

Visit us at-
Stand:W.928

16-19 April 2007
Las Vegas Convention Centre

Las Vega

IF AX

INDEPENDENT AUDIO

7 773 2424
:mfo@independentaudio.com
www.independentaudio.com
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News Talk Sports Musicillillir
'EST Satellite Automation in the Industry!

Hest decision to date was the installation of
Tr s ne's CDS satellite' automation system."
William Aisnworth, Owner
WSHO, New Orleans, LA

lso avatia4le;
.CDS music on hard drive
Summit Traffic & Billing
4MustcPlus Scheduling
Voice Tracking
Digital Audio Logger

Simultaneously play ft record :PCM,MP2/MP3)
'24 liner decks for a live, local sound
Watch windows for eaci comrr ercial break

Clock synchronization 'or per'ect joins!
Powerful features allow for complete cont-ol
Pause Et resume automation for live events
Interfaces with a.l major traffic Et billing software
Buffered liners play correctly each time
Control CDS32 SAT remotely by phone or Internet

 Automate syndicated and local sports
24/7 product support availab e from the company
made famous for fast Y frien ily support

);A.B
7334

See you there!

116$)
4411116.111-1""

Pristine Systems
25 years of

Broadcast Automation

Does Your HD Monitor do this??
dB VR 0 6d6 CI -17 4d6 HR 1 kHz C2 .01 kHz g

C2= -13-0dB II"

-30'

-60

-90'

PC
-23 4

PDIab 245494J8 24415680
("^-"-- -23.3

Pptot
19497

0 000(9419
298731

0 01220521
-20.3
PAna

12590424 10660
Ratio 131813 1988
-20.4 3 00189912 0.18649155

SO - II - II . 11 II
'lit Error Rate InfOrmation

Ours Does !! BELAR FMHD- 1

AO'When acairacy count4 count on Bele"
BELAR Belar Electronics Lab., Inc

www.belar.com sales@belar.com 610-687-5550
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

AcousticsFirst"
TN°.".17: 888.965-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

HELP WANTED

BROADCAST ENGINEER/

TECHNICAL SPECIALIST

AMARILLO COLLEGE

Amarillo College is seeking qualified applicants
for a Broadcast Engineer/Technical Specialist.
Associate's Degree in Communications,
Engineering, or related field is required. Four
years of experience with radio and television
equipment, operation, and/or maintenance
at a broadcast station is required. For

more information: www.actx.edu or call

(806) 371-5040. An EEO/AA employer.

CERTIFICATION

Where can I find... a new job?

an engineer?

RESUME13a7rk
JobsONLINE

Go to Career Services at www.sbe.org  (317) 846-9000

Get your own copy!
Each month. the Radio
Technology Leader brings
you the latest must -read
information:
 Managing Technology
 Trends in Technology
 Facility Showcase
 RF Engineering
 Field Reports
 New Products
 FCC Update

Radio
AIIMust-read

L.
r:044tIjOo-

'N

Rad!
"IWO. T.C.6.01,1C

017:..

To start your own FREE
subscription, go to

subscribe.beradio.com?tc=nn60
and complete the

online form TODAY!

Radio
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

www.beradio.com  ractio@penton.com

What's your top tip for visiting Las Vegas?

Editor - Chriss Scherer, CPBE CBNT, chriss.sckerer@penton corn ...dinner at the Heidelberg Cafe
Technical Editor, RF - John Battison, P.E., batcomObrightnet ...everything is farther than it appears

Senior Associate Editor - Kari Taylor, kari.taylor@penton.corn ...wear comfortable shoes
Senior Art Director - Michael.). Knust, mike.knusepenton.corn ...sushi at Todai in Alladin

Art Director - Robin Metheny, robin.methenyOpenton.com ...ride the Bigshot at the Stratosphere
Online Audience Development Mgr - Brad Erpelding, brod.erpelding@penton corn ...always bet the max

Technical Consultants
Harry C. Martin, Legal ...visit Hoover Dam

Kevin McNamara, CNE, Computers and Networks ...visit the Museum of Atomic Testing
Mark Krieger, CBT, IBOC and Contract Engineering ...des tress at Red Rock Canyon

Russ Berger, Broadcast Acoustics
Donald L Markley P.E., Transmission Facilities
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SIGN OFF VVWW.BERADIO.COM

by Kari Taylor, senior associate editor

Do you remember?
Gates -Harris Intertype manufactured and

marketed the Vanguard I lkW AM transmit-
ter during the early 1960s. The transmitter
combined solid-state circuitry with a single
tube amplifier. Built-in remote metering was
provided as well as accommodations for top
or back air exhaust. All interior components
were accessible from the bottom of this
transmitter, which sported an usual shape
for its day.

Sample and Hold
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Radio Website

Clusters in the U.S.
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12% of adults in Daytona Beach, FL
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  % 8.4% Clear Channel
,,

Tampa -St. Petersburg

7.8% Clear Channel
Minneapolis -St. Paul

6.8% Entercom Buffalo

0

0

0

6.7% Clear Channel Denver

Source: The Media Audit, Top Markets for
Radio Website Listening, January 2007.

S.

That was then

This picture was published in the Cox Radio Annual
Report from 1967. At the time, AM ruled the airwaves.
FM radio was still considered new, even though many
stations had been launched in the1940s. Many FM
stations were simulcasts of the AM or automated with
classical or other music. The new WSB-FM studios
were the equal to most AM studios in the country at
that time.

Photo courtesy of Mitch Wein, Cox Radio Miami.
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Condition

with the New Vorsis HD -P3

A four -band parametric equalizer feeding a three -band limiter
with adjustable crossover points, AGC and selectable filters for FM,
AM or streaming audio formats. The HD -P3 includes a variable
de-esser, an expander and dual digital outputs (one with user selectable
HD latency FM delay), plus high pass, low pass and notch filters,
and a signal de-correlator to optimize bass content. All this controlled
by an ethernet protoco computer interface that lets you run one or
many HD-P3s from your office or internet based locations.

Processing for your new HD signal, improving your existing FM
or AM signal chain, preprocessing streaming audio-over-internet,
a standalone HD processor or a realtime DJ monitor feed-and
finally-a KILLER studio production tool.

What's It Like?

ERFOR C WITH 0 V I R/VE"

It's What's Next in Processing
a division of Wheatstone Copyright 02007 by Wheatstone Corporation



THE TOOLS HAVE CHANGED...
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BUT THE MISSION REMAINS THE SAME
Today's audio control surface has evolved to a very high degree. Yesterday's wish list

is today's feature set: total router integration, routable audio and logic, total show recall,
and a complete set of DSP audio processing are under the hood of this G7...

All in a package of stainless steel and aluminum designed for years of 24/7 service,
with a familiar look and feel that will help your talent make years of great radio.

Networked audio requires a higher level of expertise, experience and resources.
Benefit from all three with WHEATSTONE!

WE MAKE THE GOOD STUFF On 4 17 *rn't

Copyrght 2007 by Wheatstone Cotporatron tel 252-638-7000 / www.wheatstone.corn / sales@wheatstone.corn


